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Govevnor General and Commander i4i Chief of the Dominion of Canada. 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY: 
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I have the honour to be, 
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GEORGE E. FOS'I'Efl, 
Minister of 'I'rade and Commerce. 
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT 
OF J'ILK 

DOMINION STATISTICIAN, 1918-19. 

To the Right lion. Sir GEUIuE E. ]i'OSTEI. P.C., (i.C.M.G., 

Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
Ottawa, Canada. 

SIR—Tile present is the first report to be made tinder the Act respecting the 
1)ominioii Bureau of Statistics, passed during the 1)arliamentary session of 1918 (to 
be eite(l as " The Statistics Act"), which requires the Doiniiiioii Statistician, as the 
oIhicer tllargC(l with the supervision and coiitrol of the Bureau, "to report annually 
to the M iiiister with regard to the work of the Bureau during the preceding year." 
(8-9 George V. e. 43, s. 4.) 

Several features of the past year's work in statistics have been of exceptional 
importance, including the establishment of annual statistics of agriculture in co-oper-
ation with all the provinces; the reorganization of the statistics of exports and imports; 

the iXpansioll of the statistics of production and of internal trade; the holding of two 
conferences between lionilition and Provincial officials looking to a Dominion-wide 
system of vital statistics; the carrying out of the statistical work of the Canada Regis-
tration Board ; the hiegiiiiiiitg of systematic treatment of the statistics of public fiuiaiiee 
mid the issue of a " J ubliec Volume " of the Canada Year Book. 

The outstanding event of the year, however, was the passing of the Statistics 
Act, which estahhished the i)oininion Bureau of Statistics and inaugurated a new 
puliy and organizatioll for the official statistics of Canada. The Bureau was a pro-
duct of evolutioii rather than of creation, the Act representitig the culmination of 
plan s which had been under consideration for some time. It has been thought, there-
fore. that the first tulmninistrative report under the Act should take the form of an 
explanation of the sigitiheanee and purpose of the new bgislat ilill, and of a rather 
i ticlusi ye description of the work and arraiigemneiits of the I iUr(ilU in (riyi11g them 
into effect. This is (101w in the stuteiiieiit which appears in the following pages entitled 

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics--its Origin, Purpose, and ( )rgo iizat 101L.' The 
deveopmciits of the past year just enuniiratcd thins appear iii their proper setting; an 
outline is given vliichi will be of practical ut ii ity in the working out of arrangements 
still to be completed; whilst a suitable background is provided for future reports. 

Not least of t4 ic lessoiis of the war is that the days of laIssez faire are gone, 1111(1 

that statistics must more and inure become the guide of Government as the haphazard 
methods of the past are outgrown. It is significant that Italy, noting doubtless the 
effectiveness of the Slaf'jslisclses Rciclis Amt as a German weapon, reorganized her 
statistics in 1917 as a war measure. it was a British High Commissioner to the 
lriiitcd States who, in 1917, stated that statistics were winning the war for England. 
in the United States, it is safe to say that statistical organization doubled ill scope 
during the year vhiieh followed the entrance of that country into the war. In the 
part that Canada must play in time era of peace and reconstruction that is now dawn- 
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ilig, in sinai I issue will undoubtedly depend Gil the ear&fu]lv lassified and a tialysed 
kitowlerigc she eali muster of her resources and their possibilities—in other vord. on 
her stat.it 

St a t i stics wear a dry-as-dust and repellant look to many. The aversion to 
o-styIcd arithuietical hiferature " has been explained by Mr. Knibbs, Comnionwealtim 

Stat.istieiaii of Australia, as probably a reminiscence of sehoolday experience. Tin 
statistics of a nation are, iii point of fact, the quantitative exprsiou of the character 
and activities of the people, and hence are of the most profound significance. Onet 
mere by-products of departnieiital accounting, they have long simmee passed the stage of 
being aiieillary to administration in the narrow sense and are a scheme of organizu. 
tioji iii thiemriselves, framed with the bioadest purposes in view. Their applcatioii i 
now. iii fact, so general that a review like the following immay have all interest if only 
'is a eorri•inted statement of the features in modern life which are of importance from 
a jul11 gu('aI a tid economic standpoint, the ceaseless interplay of which forms that 
I o iv ii den ii g compi,si te u snail ,v leseri h( I as the Progress of the nation. 

I lIilV( the honour to he, sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

R. H. ('OATS, 

Doisiox Birnt ,, t' Sr.iis',n's, 	
Dominion Sifj1jj iafl. 

OTT %W., March i I. It) I . 

Ib 
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THE DOMINION BUREAU OF STATISTICS-ITS 
ORIGIN, PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION 

The establishment of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics under the Statist ie 
Act, assented to on May 24, 1018 (S-9 George V, c. 4:21), marks a fundamental depar- 
ture in statistical policy and organization, and the beginning of a new era in Canadian 
official statistics. Briefly, the Statistics Act, which it is the function of the Bureau 
to administer, cal]s for the centralization and consolidation of all the purely statistical 
work of the Government—withi provision for its organization on a scale commensurate 
with the national needs. The Bureau, it must be stated at once, was not created 
de novo, but was an outgrowth of the "Census and Statistics Office," 
in existence since 1905; moreover, the reorganization of statistics along the lines 
indicated by the Act had been in progress since 1916. The Act, however, crystallized 
and enlarged what had before been only tentative and partial, and may justly be said 
to have formally inaugurated the imw regime. In proceeding, therefore, to a review 
of the reorganization which is now heimig effected and of the pUrpose it has in view 
incidentally affording a practical guide to existing and projected sthtistics), it will 

of interest first to sketch the history of statistical progress in Canada, and more 
rticularly the conditions of the past decade which led to the passing of the Statistics 

Thereafter, a detailed account will be given of the Bureau, and of the several 
i sions formed or forming in which the statistical work of the fiit nrc will he carried 

Historical. 

c ent in Canada may be divided roughly into 
i 4riods (1) the period of the early French and English colonies; (2) the period 

I the United Provinces, culminating in reconstruction at Confederation; and (3) the 
ilern period, dating from the Census Act of 1879, nnd falling into two broad phases, 
line between which may be placed at 1905. These periods are not sharply differ-

tinted, statistics having beemi an iniconscious rather thami a conscious growth they 
however, in the later stages marked off by legislation which affected considerable 

lions of the field and may be said to constitute a dominating influence. 
The Early French and English ('oloaies.—It may not be gei1cri1y known that the 

lit of taking the Ii rst census of imiodermi times belongs to Canada. The year was 
.;6, the census that of the colony of Nw Fiance. Still earlier records of settlement 
Fort Royal (141)5) and Quebec (l60) art' extant; but the census of 1666 was it 

tematic " nominal ' enumeration of the people (i.e., a record of each individual by 
ic), taken on the de jure principle, on a fixed date, showing age, sex, occupation, 
d conjugal and family condition. It is, therefore, clearly a census in time modern 
so, and not a mere i'eport of settlement, like its 1)r(1cursors. The results (showing 
15 souls) OCCUPY 154 pages in manuscript deposited in the Archives of Paris, with 

transcript at Ottawa. Two years later a supplementary inquiry included the areas 
her cultivation and the numbers of sheep and cattle. 
Similar censuses of Acadia (Nova Scotia) and Newfoundland followed in 1671. 

Hese initial experiments were evidently hied to justify themselves, for within the 
xt hundred years the process wag repented several times, and was gradually extended 

.1 	, 	 .... 
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After the British Conquest (1763), nunierous memoranda on population and other 
statistics by colonial governors are on record, and censuses of the different sections 
under British rule (ITpper and Lower Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick) 
coiitiiiucd to be takeit at frequent though irregular intervals. A full account and 
summary of these may he lound in volume IV of the Report of the First Census of 
Canada (1870-71), a volume designed to start the new Dominion on its career with a 
review of all previous statistics appertaiiiiiig to the territorieh within its domain. 

When it is recalled that in Europe the first cersuses (those of certain of the 
German Kingdoms) (late only from early iii the eighteenth century (those of France 
and Engiaiid dating from the first year (if the iii iietoeiith), whilst in the United 
States no census was taken before 4790, t1w :iliieveitieiit of the primitive St. Lawrence 
colony in instituting what is to-day one of the principal ilistruinetits of government 
in every civilized community, may cal l, for more than passing appreciation. 1  

The United Frocincs.—The policy of desultory census-taking was eiided for 
Canada in 1847 by an Act which represents the first legislative attempt to bring 
official statistics under control. The Act created a "Board of Registration and 
Statistics," with instructions to " collect statistics and adopt measures for disseminat-
jug or wblishing the same," and to report annually to Parliament. it also provided 
for a decenri ial census. The Board was originally (om1)osod of the Receiver-Uenerai, 
the Provincial Secretary, and the Inspcclur-(h'neral, but in l7 the Minister of 
Agriculture was substituted for the inspector-General, and became Chairman of the 
Board. Thus originated the eoiitiection maintained for over half a century between 
the Census of ('aiiada and the Ministry of Agriculture. Two censuses were takeit 
iim.ler the Act of 1,847, in 181 and 186, respectively. Censuses of Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick were taken iii the same years. 

Reconstruciore at Cool cderation.—For some time prior to Confederation, dis-
sttisfaction had beeti felt ivilli the working of the Act of 1847. This culminated iii 
1865 in a report by the then M iriistor of Agriculture, the lion. T. l)'Arcy McGee, which 
included a memorial by I)r. J. C. 'l'aeli€, Secretary of the Board of Registration and 
Statistics. The strictures iii this report on existing roiiditions were of the severest 

I An art i(le on "Census-taking in various countries" whleh appeared In the Census and 
Statistics Monthly. vol. IV, 1911, pp. 04-95. an,) which dealt with the origin of Census-taking, 
may be of interest for purposes of reference here. 

Mr. G. II. Kn,bhs, C.IIE.a, VS'S., Commonwealth Statistician of Australia, has th,t following 
note on early Census-taking: "Though the practice of Census-taking, In some form or other. Is 
probably as old as any form of civilization, the institution now known as the Census may be 
said, In so far as Its scope and application are concerlied, to have been evolved only during the 
19th century. We at least know that In Rahylonla statistical inquiries were carried out as far 
back as I50 or perhaps even 4301) B.C.. whilst In China enumerations of the people teok place 
certainly as early as about &000 FtC., and In Egypt in about 2300 B.C. It is not svithoic Interest 
to note that the ilrst Biblical account of an enumeration of the people is that referred to in the 
Book of Exodus (Exodus, xxx. 12), where it Is stated lhRt Moses was directed to number the 
Children of Israel and to levy a poll tax, the assigned date of this beIng 1491 B.C. There are 
several other Biblical references to Censuses (Numbers, 1, 1-3 and 47-49. Numbers ill. 14, etc., 
and Ii, 34. etc. 1 ChronIcles, xxiii, 3, etc. 2 ChronIcles, Ii, 17, 2 Samuel, xxls', 1-9. Ezra. II, 
1-51. Neheniieh, vii. 5-69). The most notable of all these Is. perhaps, that carried out In 1017 
B.C. by the Hebrew King David. Strange as It may appear to-day, there is good auri.ority for 
1)el!Pi'ing that the Biblical account of the Divine wrath (1 Chronicles, xxvii. 24. See also 1 
Ohronlcles, xxi, 1-6), resultIng from the action of David In carrying out this enumeration of the 
Israelites, gave rise to the idea that the act of Census-taking was In all eases a, religious offence, 
and consequently had the effect of delaying the adoption of the Census in England for many 
years. A form of Census, taken every quincluennium for fiscal and military purposes, was a 
regular Itoman Institution, and lasted from about 435 B.C. until the sacking of Rome (AD, 410). 
After the latter mints, although various works of a statistical nature, notably the Breviary of 
Charlemagne (AD. SOS) and the Domesday Book of William the Conqueror (A.D lImSS)—were 
compiled in Europe during the Middle Ages, we have no record of any further Census having 
been taken until the 17th Century. The credit for the revival of systematic enumeration belongs 
to the Canasliaii l'm'ovince of Quehec, or La Nouvelle France, as It was then called. There, a 
('(mimus was taken. in 16115. and at a somewhat later date Censuses were also taken In Nova 
Scotia (then Acadia) and Newfoundland." 
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character. Notwithstanding the express provi.ions cf the Act, no statistics, it was 
affirmed, had been collected or publi.hied, except those of the two decennial censuses, and 
the latter abounded in inaccuracies and ilelIlsistencies (" absurdities of the most 
ridiculous notwithstanding that over *2II IOU!.) had been expended on their 
preparation. The report concluded with a plea for -"real Canadian statistics" to be 
uchieved iiiiilor at series of iii zie recoininctidations wli cli ittiiv be resolved i iito two: 
(1) the woi'kiiig-ovcr, collection, and reptibhicat ion of ( 'aii&tdiaii stiitisties from the 
earliest times, and (2) the taking of a eellus in isTi by way of hriiiging the series 
of Statistics thus obtained to (late and of haying foundations for a better future on 
i iii j r ved met buds. "Such it IU aSs," wrote I )r. h, "of wcl I-i in a red iii, 'ni, at ion 
on the territorial, vital, religious, educat i ma], adiii iii istrative, j ml i ci :il, agricultural, 
commercial, industrial and financial statistics of our country would constitute a 
luonument at which the enliglitcijed port of the p0pultit ion wi mId l,iuk with corn-
placenc'c, and oilier countries with a great deal of jnterest." The proposals of the 
report were to a large extent adopted, and 1 )r. 'l'iteli was himself appointed Corn-
in i ss ioflcr for ti ic Census I If 1871, wIt iii was thei I 1011141' it special Act passed in 1970. 
Meaiiwliile, the British \orthi America Act. 1`117, had spe'ifieafly nir'ntioned " Census 
and Statistics" among the subjects falhi hg under the jn risdietioii if the I )nnii iiion 
Govcrzimeiit, as requiring national rather than local direction, whilst the Act establish-
ing the Dominion Department of Agriculture in 1868 itiuned "the ('elisus, Statistics 
and the Registration of Statistics" as the sixth of lime subjects under its cotit rol. 

The Modera i'eriod.—I'roni a legislative standpoint, the statistical systeni which 
lasted until 1918 may be said to date frito the "('ensus and Statistics Act" of 1870. 
The Act required a censuS to lie taken in I S1 and " at the hi'giiining of every tenth 
year thereafter,' A section headed " Stilt istics " pruviclil that the M iiiister of Agri-
culture should, from time to time, make rules and regulations " for the purpose of 
eolecting, ahistraul ihig, tabulating and pub] ishiiii vital, agricultural, criminal, and 
other statistics.' As ndiniitistered, however, the Act was mainly a Census Act, and' 
took little cognizance of general statistics. These, for the 111(1st part, grew III) inde-
pendently, and only briefest mention of them is pssihile here : A iitiseellaneous eollec-
tion of municipal, insurance, and building society statistics had liecit broucht iiiit in 
an annual volume by the Department of i'inanee prior to Th73. Froiti the earliest 
times, the statistics of iitiports and exports had been recorded by the T)epartiitent of 
Customs; after 193 these statistics were also published in lnade-ov(r furiti 
by the l)epartmeitt of Trade and ('omnurce. 	A Railway Statistics At 
had been passed iii 1973. and a ( 1ri initial Statistics Act in 157U. 	Statistics of 
balilcing and public finnnee were pr'sitt from the beginning, 115 Were 
those of certain phases of production, notably fishicrie. Asehenie of ni'rtuary statis-
tics for leading cities dated from ISS3. Tii general, each department published such 
ttatistics as were thrown off by its ndniiti istrative iiiai'hiiiiery. The only mel 11111 for 
co-ordination was the Statistical Year Book, vliii'hi ('tflnP into existence iii 1 Sf  the 
general statistical sections of the Act of 1979 had iii that year ieiti erected jilt) fl 

separate statute, and the Year Book was brought out thereunder,' The lltcehittinl 
census, however, l'cmaihlei the most comprehteitsive statistical inquiry in Canada, and 
the sole authority 111)011  ninny important phases of jiational activity. With the Open-
ing of the West, the l)rti.tice of taking a census for these rapidly growing seetion 

I immediately after ('onederfltion a "Year nook and Almanac of British North America. 
helnr an Annual Register of Political, Vital and Trade Statistics, Customs Tariffs, lxctse and 
,Stainp DutIes. and Public Events of Interest in Upper and Lower Canada, New Iiruna'i ick, Nova 
Scotia, Prince Edward island, Newfoundland and the 'West Indies" was founded. Sul'equ'nt!y 
this (tile was altered to "'The Year Book and Almanac of Canada, being all Annual rtitistii'al 
Ab€trac.t of the Dominion and a Regtster of Legislation and of Public M,'n iii British No"lli 
America," The editor was M". Arthur Harvey, of the Finance Dcpartment, Ottawa, but the work 
was in no sense It government publication. It lasted from I S67 to ISiS, 
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midway between the general censuses was inaugurated in 1885 with a census of the 
Xiirthwest Territories and in 1886 with a census of Manitoba. 'J'IIe latter was repeated 
in 1896, and was extended to the other Prairie Provinces in 1906 and 1016. 

A new but not essentially different phase was introduced in 1905, when the Census 
Office was made permanent. Previously, what amounted to a new organization had 
been called into existence for each census. The Vnitcd States had made its census 
permanent in 1902, and there were potent reasons for similar action in Canada, notably 
the need of a trained and experienced staff for work so important and unique, and of 
the maintenance of a uniform policy and techui(') 'Flia " Ceiisus and Statistics 
Act," 1905, was of the nature of a consolidation of the ('ensus Act, the Statistics Act, 
and the Criminal Statistics Act. The new " Census and Statistics Office " was placed 
nuclei' the direction of a " Chief Oeer" whose duties comprised the taking of the 
decennial and quinquennial censuses of population, natural 1)roduc'ts, and economic 
rescwrces, and the prosecuting of such special intereensal inquiries as might he ordered 
from time to time by the minister. The Act made several improvements in statistical 
machinery. 

A considerable amowit of new work of original character was undertaken by the 
reorgaiiicd oflice after 1905, including a postal census of iiiaiiiifactures in 1906, and 
postal censuses of dairyiiig and agriculture in 1907, In 191)8, a crop-reporting service 
was instituted, the results being issued in a monthly bulletin. No attempt, however, 
was made to work with other statistical departments. The Year Book was, in fact, 
remodelled in 1905 by omitting education, vital, municipal, and other statistics of 
provincial origin, though the review of Dominion departmental statistics was main-
tiued. Mt'aiiwhile the latter continued to multiply. The immigration statistics of 
the Department of the Interior date from 1897; statistics of forestry, issued by the 
Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior, froin 1908; statistics of milking 
jirodutioit (reorganized) from 1000; and statistics of immiemmiploymnent, strikes, wages, 
and prices from different years of the opening decade of the prisent century. Statis-
tics of transportation and communications were rcorgiimiizcd in 1907. 

It would be interesting to describe in a less impersonal way time growth of this 
considerable body of data, and possibly in some future report to trace more intimately 
the conditions surrounding the beginnings of statistical work in Canada and some of 
the ditheimities that met its pioneers, The decennial ('PUSUSI'S, as already remarked, 
were the outstanding landmarks. Those of 1871 and 1881 were taken by Dr. Taeh", 
whose report in 1865 was so far-reaching in its effects. The third CenSUS, (1801) was 
taken under supervision of the late l)r. George Johnson, and the fourth (1901) and 
fifth (1911) under that of the late Dr. Archibald Blue, as special ceitsus commissioners. 
how the scope of the Census iticri:tst'rl from decade to decade may perhaps be most 
stieci netly indicated by the acconi pony i ng tables, which iticlude certain obvious a 11(1 

important indices of growth, aithI()uglm they are, of course, by no means a final 
criterion. It will he seen that whuist population doubled, the extent and cost of time 
inquiry i imereased more than proportionately. 

1 For a detailed dISCUSSIOn of the point, see "A Permanent Census Office," prepared at the 
request of the Chairman of the Committees on the Census, U.$. Senate and House of nepresen-
tatives. WashIngton, 1901. 
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DECENNIAL CENSUSES. 

.ar. Comilia. 
ajoners. 

No. 

206 
1s81 205 
1871 .......... 

241 1891 ........
1901 331 
1911 	......... 264 

Enumer- Scdles Population, atorm lQuestionti. 

No. No. No. No. 

2, 789 9 211 3,680,2.57 
3,183 8 172 4,324,810 
4,366 9 216 4,833,239 
8,847 11 561 5,371,315 
9,703 13 549 7643 

Cola pl 

Total Coat. GYAL 
ation 
Ca 
Em- 

played. 

$ 	eta. Cents. No. 

511,330 47 1386 - 
452,507 79 1046 - 
549,991 76 ii 38 143 

1,184,458 94 2205 201 
1,3(2,854 57 18 07 194 

DETAILS OF EXPEND1TL'RE. 

Census. For Salaries at 
Ottawa. 

8 	cts. 

For Field 
Work. 

eta. 

1871 ......................................................... 
1881 ....................................................... 

108,918 63 411,482 26 1891 	..... 	..... 	..... 	..................... 
268,562 56 883,159 16 1901 	..... 	.... 	........ 	.. 	........ 	..... 

1911.. 	............................... 140,009 35 1, (u), 752 31 

For Office Total. EXpC8SCI. 

$ 	eta. eta. 

311,33047 
452, 507 79 

29,640 87 549,991 	71; 
32,737 22 1,184 L458 91 
72,002 91 1,302,551 5 

Includes coat of adding and tabulating machines and the installation of the tatter. 

Provinciil Statistics.—A. word may be added on provincial statistics. The Brit.ih 
Nortli America Act did not, of course, preclude the colleetion and publication of statis-
tics by Provincial Governnients. In the provinces, as in the Dominion, the practice 
has been for each department to publish the statistics it considers desirable, usually 
in the form of annual reports to the Legislature. Ontario has the longest established 
and until recently the most completely developed series, but statistics of a sort have 
t'xistcd in all the provinces from the earliest times. Some of these have overlapped 
and duplicated Dominion statistics, as in agriculture. dairying, insurance, and mining: 
in oth&'r eases, the provincial figures have been the only ones in the field, as in educa-
tion, municipal and vital statistics. In all eases, each province and each department 
within time province 7has proceeded for the iiitt part independently, thus rendering 
interprovinciol comparisons on any extended seale ('xtremnely diflicult. and 1 )ominion 
totals impossible. 

An exception must be noted in the cast' of Quebec. until 1912 Inc I if the most 
backward of the provinces statistically, but now among the most 1)rngreSsive By an 
Act of the Legislature, dated Deceniber 21. 1912. a Bureau of Statistics was created 
for the collection and publication of useful statistics and information, especially with 
regard to education, industry, trade, agriculture. i sI1IlIhlt Ofl amiti coloniza t ion. For 
the preliminary organization of time work. M. 1 h'mmri Bunk', Statistician in the (leiteral 
Slatisticiui SCrviCC of France. was engaged: oil the e4nnh)letioll of this survey, a chief 
of the bureau was appointed in the perstt of \[. G. E. iMarquis, and substantial pr'-
gress has since been registered. nie chief organ of the Bureau is a Statistical Year 
Book, published in,thc French and English languages. 
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The Statistical Commission of 1912. 

Such in briefest outline was the situation which had Feveloped in _a1nLd1aII 
statistics in the openilig deea(Ie of the century. A. considerable body of statistical 
publications had grown into existence; iii certain sections of the field good work was 
being done—in many others not so good; there was much (lipliCation, at, the same 
time that there were numerous gaps, often at crucial points; fiiially, there was a total 
lack of general plan or provision for consistent progre-s. The embarrassment which 
this occasioned with the rapid growth of the country and the increasing complexity 
of its problems, many of which called in the most insistent way for statistical treat-
mesit, will be. apprcciatec. It led in course of time to much search for a remedy, and 
at length to time step which brought remedial netiomi xvithill reach. 

On April 1, 1912, the Census and Statistics Office was transferred to the 
tlinistry of Trade and Commerce, with general reorganizatiwi in view. A few weeks 
later, the step to which reference has just been macic was taken, namely, the appoint-
ment on Alay 12, 1912, of a departmental commission " to examine and report UpOn 
the official statistics of ('annda." The Order iii Council appointing the commission 
set forth in general terms the evils for whelm it was expected to find a cure. Out-
side of the decennial census, the reference affirtne}, no comimprehetisive system of 
statistics was in existence. Especially to be deprecated was the dearth of statistics 
of production and of tne distribution of Canadian commodities within the country 
itself. The duplication of effort between dcpartnients was referred to, and the oppor-
tunity for co-operation with the provinces pointed out, the suggestion being made that 
Dominion an provincial effort should be co-ordinated, and it central statistical organ-
ization set up. The commission was in fine directed to inquire into all time statistical 
work going forward in, the several dcpartmeut.s, its scope, methods, and reliability, 
and with a view to practical results, " to report a comprehensive system cf gt'iieral 
statistics adequate to time interests of the country and in keeping with the deniands 
of the 

The commission dimly presented its report, amid it is interesting before going 
further to quote the general confirmation of the unsatisfactory nature of existing 
conditions with which they prefacc(t their fluidiiigs—a statement Which may be 
regarded as the final word on the metho(l under which Canadian statistics had thns 
far been permitted to (leVelOp. Referrint to the remarks comitaimied in the reference 
as paraphrased above, the commission said 

Though many of the statistical reports issued by various departments and 
branches are of ulmdoul)tod excellence aiu} value, there is apparent in the body 
of Canadian statistie, considered as a whole, a lack of coherence and common 
purpose. This is traceable to iml)erfeet appreciation in the past of the fact 
that the statistics of the country, whether the product of one agency or several 
agelicies, should' constitute a single hiarmnommioiis system, with all divisions iii 
due correlation. TTmuler the British North America Act, 1S7,  the Dominion 
is given specific authority to deal with ' statistics,' and while this milmist not be 
regarded as precluding statistical netivity on the part of local governments it 
does apparently imply that statistics are a niafter of national concern and may 
therefore properly come under the general eo-ord'inating amithori ty of the 
Federal (iovpmnment. No such viewpoint or function, however, has in the past 
been assumed by the T)omjiiion. On the contrary each departmcnt or branch, 
charged either directly or indirectly with statistioal investigation, has con- 

I The members of the ('nmmiesibn were Richard Grigg, Commissioner of Commerce, Chair-
man. and Adam Shortt, Civil Service Commissioner, E. H. Godfrey, Census and Statistic's Office, 
W. A. Warne, Department of Trade and Commerce, R. M. Coats, Department of Labour, and 
J. ft K. Bristol, Department of Customs. 
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ceriied itself primarily with the irinnediate purixse only in view. This is, from 
the usual standpoint, quite as it should be; a departnieiit is not ts) be expected 
to regard points of view beyond the scope of the ndiniiiistration nssignet to it. 

evertlicIess, the effect statistically has been to iiiculcatc routi lie and the 
neglect of opportunities for furnishing wider in f, riiiatiun and service. 

\\lule  this (letaclIlnont haschi:tracterised the tlepartuicuts Of the I ) 'million 
(ioveriinieut., still more mis it liecli evident s between the several proviticea and 
the I )omiilion, and between province and provitlee, notwithstanding that the 
tati emil mi I  a irt :ti ice of many of the iii mt ii Its of the prt-vinvi:d i.e ve ri imemi t 

under Confialerzit 14)11 calls urgently for statistical urn l,iriiiitv and ll(mogelliity. 
Tli is general condition we would consider to be the futidanietit al defect which 
nImist be met and overcome in the existing situat iciti. Som e  of the nitfortuminti' 
results wli icli hive followed may be briefly minted. 

" (I) The scope of Canadian statistics has been restricted. On tiot a few 
pomnts of vital interest to the country little or no statistical information exists 
in it form suitable for practical applicatiomi. There has been no general com-
prehensive answer to the question, what statistic ,  should a country such as 

'nitada posss ? i.e., what are the phoiioineiiir I-e-11661LIX the scientific me.isiire-
niL11t44 ShIll)1 it'd by statistics if Canadian jiatiotial (lcvelopme)it is to procelil to 
the best advantage? It may be argued that the demand for statistics may bv 
trusted to create the supply; but to wait for the occasion to arise is often to 
be too late, and such it policy precludes the growth of a statistical system a101W 
logical lines. 

(2) Where the statistical activities of several bodies working along simi-
lar hues are virtually independent, duplication is inevitable. The notes of 
evidence show many eases both of actual duplication and of serious waste of 
effort through lack of co-operation between statistical authorities. 

" (3) The statistics are unequal in quality and value. 	'fhere are 
rnsta fleeS, both 1)otiiiii ion and provincial, of imperfect statistical method 
resulting from (a) lack of expert knowledge of the subject tinder investigation 
and b) lack of appreciation of the nature and coutilitiotis of statistical Incas-
urement. The absence of leadership is nowhere mart' n pa rent tlii ii in the vary-
ing extent to ullivil statistical niet.hods have Iit'emi dtvcll4p(.l ii) different branches. 
The whole question of reliability is involve1 iii tins. \V ithitit eiirc'ttil a'.ljiist-
merit of method accuracy is impossible. ()ii such it point no more severe criti-
cism is possille than the statenient that room for inhl)1oveillelit t'xists. 

(4) The restriction of outlook liis impaired l)mOlTil)titUde in the issue of 
reports. Alany statistics lose a large part of their value after a comparatively 
short lapse of time. Especially is this trite iii a rapidly-growing country like 
Canada. 

0  (5) Lack of unity and co-ordination prevents true comparisons between 
Can ada and ot I a' r ((1111 It r ic'. The ruec itt growth of jut cruet t (11181 trade au d 
ii ti'rtc 'urse II 85 rendere,] such ((,ln 1)11  risI uS more tliaii ever necessary, a mel I bav 

have become indispensable to the national progress of Canada." 

Before leaving this aspect, it may be said that whilst the above constitutes the 
most c'ninpruhiensive arraiguimell t that has appeared of the Canadian statistical scheme 
other weighty nut hiorities have borne witness to the inconvenience and worse caused 
by its inequalities and lack of system. Indeed, few public inquiries have been made 
in recent years without uncovering this feature. Almost simultaneously with the 
Statistical ('omnulissioll, the Ontario Comnniissiumi on Uutcmploynient passed a resolu-
t ion strongl y  advocating statistical reform, whilst the Muimiicipal Improvement 
league of ( itiada and the Dominion Economic ( 'otuimnissioti drew itt,erutiomi to fields 
of first i)iipiirtaiicc in which existing stltisti(s were either wllly lacking or were 
inadequate to the country's needs. 
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The Remedy—Centralization. 

Next, as to the reined_v. Oti the subject of general statistical organization, tin 
coinniission recommended as follows :- 

(1) That there be created a Central Statistical Office to organize, iii 
co-operation with the several departnients concerned, the strictly statistical 
work undertakeii by the Dominion Government. 

The object of this organization should be to co-ordinate the statistics of 
Canada under a single comprehensive scheme and so to extend them that they 
may meet the l)rcselit needs of the country and follow the probable course of 
its development. To borrow it phrase employed in a similar connection by an 
eminent stati'.tician, the object of such it reorganization should he primarily 
to constitute at " central thinking office" oil the subject of the statistics of 
Canada, Describing the possible fuiietioiis of such an office in Great Britain, 
Mr. T3owley wrote':- 

Such an office must have cognizance of all the statistics of Illore than 
departmental ililportance which are published officially . . . Mislead-
ing statistics must be suppressed, overlapping must be stopped, careful plans 
must be devised for filling in the gaps at present left and preparations made 
for investigation of matters likely to become of public importance. All 
Bills itivolving or affecting the collection of statistics should be considered 
by it . . . . I'ublications for the use of the public should in some cases 
be edited by it, with careful definitions, and with short analyses and criticism 
stating accurately and intelligibly the purport and meaning of their ccii-
tents; in other eases, where a department already exists for such publication, 
there should be co-operation with a view to carrying out the purposes already 
indicated.2  

'l'his so tell expresses our own views as to the scope and functions which 
tile proposed Canadian Office should assume that we cannot do better than allow 
it to stand as a part of the report, adding that the examples of (erinany and 
Australia show that tile idea is both practicable and valuable. 

() 1 n order to give effect to this re,'omnimi,'mi,i,i t ion, it may be necessary to 
enact fre.91i legislation or to amend the present Census and Statjstj,'s Acts. 

(3) The Central Office referred to should, we think, carry out the general 
policy and the various specific recommendations of the present report." 

The report went on to outline how the above could best be carried into effect. 
With respect to a iiurnbcr of subjects, specific rcco,iimnciidatiomis were imiade, but it was 
pointed out that a more detailed examination of the field as a whole than the Com-
mission had been able to give.was necessary before exact procedure could in any case 
be laid down. The intention of the report was in fact to be suggestive, rather than con-
structive, and the commission expressly urged that the first task in the proposed 
reconstruction should be the formulation of a comprehensive plan of statistics having 
reference to such matters as the scope of the data to be included, the agencies best 
qualified to cover the several subdivisions, and the precise manmier in which the data 
in each subdivision should be collected, compilerl. and published. In general, it was 

I The Improvement of Dff,clal Slitistic. by Arthur L. BOwley. MA.. Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society. vol. LXXI, pt. III. September 30, 1908, 1).  478. 

2 Mr. Bowley further recommended procedure (for Great Britain) as follows: "Let an OLC(' 
be formed, whose first duty shall be to undertake the decennIal censUs and frequent stipple-
mentary inquiries. Let It co-operate with, perhaps ultimately absorb, the Registrar General's 
departments. Let it take over the tabulation and publication of statistics collected by 
administrative departments. Let It arrange a modus vivendi with the Board of Trade in 
whatever way will secure the best delimitation of functions and completeness of information. 
It should, perhaps, be subject for constitutional purposes to the Treasury." 
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suggeste(l that the proposed central office should work in close co-operation with 
L)oniinion departments concerned in the statistics through an advisory eolmnitt['e, amid 
that a working plan for jitter-provincial co-operation should also he evolved. Full 
discussion, it was thought, would open a door to a solution of time more important 
difficultics of detail, time lack of national statistical direction and initiative being 
iii the opinion of the 1' mm isitn time feature which chiefly raIled for reniecly nndci' 
existing conditions. 

Action on the Commission's Report. 

The first step in carrying out time report of the eolimnlission was taken on June 19. 
1915, by the creation of the office of "Dominion Statistician," to which were attached 
the duties previously exercised by the "chief officer" of the Census and Statistics 
Office. Time title "Dominion Statistician" had been borne by the editor of the Year 
Book previous to 1904, but the significance now attached to it was widened to include 
direction of the various statistical activities comprehended in the proposed scheme 
if t'.ilargonmemit and eentralizat.ion. As the latter, however, was still tentative., the 
first duty, in addition to the ordinary administration of the office, was the minute 
m'xamiiiimatiomi of time statistical field as enjoined by the commission, and the drawing up 
of fimmal and definite plans. The work wits interrupted by the Western Census of 1910, 
limit iii December 6, 1916, all Order in Council was passed reaffirming time desirability 
of cemmtr:ilization in statistical organization, and arranging for conferenco.s between 
the Census and Statistics Office and the several departments concerned. In the prae-

cal diseussiiimis which ensued, some time further was consumed. On their conclusion. 
however, it was felt that a thorouclm v inivass had been nuide of possibilities, and it was 
decided to proceel by way of legislation :mloiig time lutes that appeared fasill. 

The Statistics Act, 1918. 

The Act "respecting the Dominion Bureau of Statistics" (to be cited as the 
"Statistics Act"), passed at tile, session of Parliament of 1918, is the measure designed 
to give final form to the stalitical policy of Canada. It crystallizes the suggestions 
of the Statistical Commission in the light of subsequent research, and with the 
regulations thereunder 1ays down it  (ic'flnite plan for time organization and development 
of statistics. Structurally, the Art is a consolidation of I)revi'u statistical legislation 
of the 1)omnimiion Government, including the Census Act, the General Statistics Act, 
the Railway Statistic's Act, inn! the Criminal Statistics Act—with additions to 
render the scheme comprehensive. Specific sections deal with the decennial and quill-
'neiiimiaI ''ensuses of popliLltioll amid agriculture, an mimimmual census of industry (to 
include mines, fisheries, forestry, manufactures), time statistics of trade and conhmnerce 
(foreign and internal), traI)sportatiln statistics, criminal statistics, and general 
statistics. \1 aiiv improveimients timid additions iii detail mrc made, and the general 
mnachimmery of administration is ci'nsiderably strengthened. But the most significant 
section is that which provides for the creation of time Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
and ljrcadiy defines the latter's fimmietions. The Bureau is charged with the general 
administration of the Act. Its duties are " to collect, abstract, compile and publish 
statistical information relative to the comimniercial. industrial, social, economic and 
general activities and condition of the people." 'ro these, however, is added the 
task of collaborating with all other deiiartmmieimts of time flovermmnient "in the coin-
pilation and tiublicatiomi of statistical records of acimnirmistration." Finally, the taking 
of the census is under its 5urisdiction. 

Time above, it will be seen, confers what may be regarded as complete jurisdiction 
iii statistics. Particularly significant is time provision for collaboration with the other 

lOf-2 
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departments, the interpretation of which is, briefly, that where statistics necessarily 
originate as by-products of departmental adniinistrati>ii and their compilation is in 
the nature of departmental accounting, they should not only iiieet depnrtiiiental require-
ments, but should conform, under arrangements with the Bureau, to the general needs 
of statistics from the broadest point of view, in other wards. provision is made for 
the organization of the inquisitorial powers possessed by the Government in different 
connections to the best statistical advantage. Inquisitorial powers are conferred on 
(1) departments having executive control in specific fields in connection with the 
exercise of that control, and (2) upon the Dominion Bureau of Statistics for itiforma-
tional purposes. Where the two sets of powers are parallel they are to be organized 
from the statistical standpoint in co-operation. All other statistics are vested in the 
Bureau. The multiplication of inquiries by departments having no legal powers to 
demand response, and the resultatit carlessncss iiieulcated in the public, has provideti 
not the least of latter-day handicaps to statistical efficiency * 

In order to define the principle explicitly, and to provid'e for ai't'iving at satisfac-
tory interdepartmental adjustments, an Order in Council under the Act was passed 
October 12, 1918, as follows:- 

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated 
October 7, 1918, from the Minister of Trade and Commerce, submitting that 
section 3 of the "Act respecting the Dominion Bureau of Statistics." passed at 
the last session of Parliament, imposes upon the Bureau the duty of collecting, 
abstracting, compiling and publishing statistical information relative to the 
commercial, industrial, social, economic, and general activities and condition 
of the people, and of collaborating with all other Departments of the Government 
in the compilation and publication of statistical records of ailrninistrat.ioii, and 
that at the present time statistics are being compiled and published in various 
departments and branches of the public service, resulting in some eases in 
unnecessary expense and overlapping. 

The Minister, therefore, recommends as follows:- 

That all purely statistical investigations relative to the commercial, 
industrial, social, econolilic and general activities of the people shall be carried 
out in the Dominion Bureau of Statistics; 

That with respect to such records of any department or branch of the 
public service as are of a statistical character the Dominion Statistician shall 
confer with the head of such department or branch with a view to arranging 
that such records be collected, and compiled in so far as possible in conformity 
with the methods and organization established in the Bureau, the object of such 

As between (a) complete consolidation of statistical st:dTs under a single control, and (b) 
co-ordination under different controls through a commission, the Act provides for consolida-
tion, though leaving room for adjustments in the light of expediency. 

Whether statistics is an independent science or merely a highly technical method of present-
ing facts to be evolved by each science in turn, the principle of each specialist compiling his 
own statistics has been less frequently followed in government departments than would In a 
superficial view be supposed. For example the mining statistics of the iMines Department 
have not been compiled by the departmental experts on copper, Iron, coal and the like products 
but by a statistician attached to the department. Canadian railway statistics have likewise 
been popularly regarded as (lecentrahized because attached to the Department of Railways and 
Canals, whereas in reality they have been self-centred, the control of Canadian railways being 
vested in the Board of Railway Commissioners, whilst the department's function has been to 
operate the Intercolonlal Railway and Canadian Canal system, and to pass on applications for 
the building of new raiiway lines. The intercensal statistics of agriculture, again, might be 
conceived to have shifted from a decentralized to a centralized condition with the 'passing of the 
Census and Statistics Office In 11112 from the Department of Agriculture to the Department of 
Trade and Commerce, carrying the agricultural statistical work with it; in reality there was 
no change in the practical relation of the work—a fact that shows how purely verbal such 
dtstlnctlons may be. The task of centralization is therefore less difficult than is sometimes 
supposed, once the principle is accepted as matter of government policy, 
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arrangement being the prevention of overlapping, the increase of comparability, 
and the utilization of deptirtm€'iital organizations in the best manner for statis-
tical ends; 

That after such conference the Dominion Statistician shall, at as early 
a date as practicable, prepare a report on the statistical work of each de.partnwn 
or branch of the public service, with a view to carrying out the above require-
meats, such report to be submitted to Your Excellency in Council for approval 
with a view to effecting a permanent arrangement, for dealing with the statistics 
collected by the Government; and 

That to further promote efficiency and economy, all statistical corn-
pilatwus for the Government be carried out in so far as practicable by mechaiti-
cal appliances, and that for this purpose use be made of the machines installed 
in the Bureau of Statistics. 

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendations, and submit the 
same for approval. 

under the above, adequate means were provided for the working out of the Rchclne 
of centralization in so far as the Dominion departments are eoneerIiiNl. It re1n:Li1s to 
add that the Act also provides the machi riery for provincial co-operation—which in 
view of the extent of provincial )urisdiction is no less essential to statistical organ' -
zation than is co-operation between Dominion departments—by a clause enabling the 
Bureau to enter into arratigenietits for the collection and supplyiiig of statistical data 
through provincial departments or officers, the latter when executing any duty in this 
connection to he deemed, for purposes of the execution of that duty, officers under the 
Statistics Act. 

Organization under the Statistics Act, 1918.—The Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

We may now turn to a statement of the ()rg11liZati()fl that has been effected undir 
the Statistics Act, 1918.   Though still under development and in places tentat ve. the 
plan to which the Bureau is working admits of review iii sonic detail. 

At the close of its initial year, the Bureau was embraced in eleven main divisioit. 
I)ivision I, devoted to Administration, was, as the name implies, in executive and 
general control. The actual field of statistics was apportioned among the remaining 
divisions as follows: Division IT, Population (I)cniorniihmy)—Tho Census; flivisiiimi 
Ill, Agriculture; Division IV, The Industrial Census (fisheries, furs, forestry, dairy 
factories, mines, central lxwer stations, general manufactures and constructitimi) 
Division V. l'xjxmrts and Imports; Division VI, Transportation (Lan(l and Water) 
Division VII, Internal Trade, Prices, etc.; Division VIII. Finance (Public and 
Prjvate)—Wen]tlm, Debt, Taxation ; Division 1X, Administration of Justice; Division 
X, I'ilucation ; I)ivisioii XI. General Statistics—The Canada Year Book. 

In describing the work of the above divisions in turn, an opportunity will I 
afforded both of noting the principles of centralization that have been followed—and 
more particularly the co-operative arrangements that have been made with T)uinimiion 
and Provincial T)epnrtments—ns well as of indicating, at least in summary, the scope 
and character of the statistics that are now being undertaken or that are being pr-
jeeted as necessary for important public policy. 

Division 1.—Athuinistration. 

The Administration Division is charged with the general executive work of the  
Bureau, which is performed in close contact with the office of the I)ominion Statisti-
cian and under the more immediate supervision of the Secretary of the Bureau. It 

1Of—.2 
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I 	ti, keeps the Bureau's 
liii -. and iia 	ClUll'-P UI its 	nrli1iitlit ItcUlds and correspondence files. 	All 

ii isitions are issued by it, statiiiiit'rv and other supplies given out., mailing lists for 
a Bureau's publications prepared and revise(I, and the distribution of reports, bulle-

1111s and press notices made. A mimeographing and multigraphing service for the 
her divisions is a feature, and organization is being made of a central checking and 
rifying office through which all reports of tile Bureau will pass for final revise. 

rafting of graphs and diagrams, etc. 
The Administration Division is naturally the focal point of the Bureau's organi-

.ttion by subjects, and an important part of its duty is to act as liaison agent between 
lie other divisions, in which connection three features of the Bureau which specially 
xQr-th - th'tyrthiges el±ra1ization cJ1 for mention,:— -. 

Fl.osting staff.—Two pronounced characteristics of statistical work are: 
(1) the large proportion of routine, and (2)  the ebb and flow. Such work is peculiarly 
of the kind which gains by centralization : as the experience of big business " proves. 
nay arrangement which increases the proportion of low-priced employees adds efficiency 
and reduces expense. A staff of experienced clerks capable of being shifted to points 
of pressure is accordingly a prominent feature of the Bureau. Accompanying it is a 
cost-accounting system to record the working time spent on each piece of work, and 

a measure of clerical efficiency. 

() ]faeliinery.—Tiie use of card-punching and eleeflië tidmIatI machinery 
:5 revolutionized statistical compilation. The maclimes require expert supervision 
id are expensive (installations to date by the Bureau have cost $75000, and the rental 
others is proportionate), but the added range of allalysis and the saving in time and 
al costs they permit are great. Thus far machinery has been applied in the Bureau's 
irk only to the census of population and to certain internal trade and transportation 

I ords; centralization, however, will facilitate the extension of its use. It will have 
cii flote(l, in fact, that the Order in Council of October 1. 191 looks (clause 4) 
the utilization of the Bureau's machines by other Government depai'tments as well, 

i nstalla tion being on a peak-load basis, and intervals occurring when the machines 
either triio]iy or in part idle. Tn France, ii central battery of niaehincts cOml)ilt 

i' executive statistics of several departments, and in private business central C'm-
liii 1)101118 are springiiig up in the larger citie-i, as in ilfoiitreal, supported by banks, 
ilrahice coinpan ies, etc., which are thus enabled to avoid the overhead of instahla- 

At tllc c1oe of the year, services of the nature above i tihicatet]' were being 
.ririized for the PclisiI)fls Board and the T0xiti,1i D1vi.i11 Of the Departnteiit of 

lii iai CC (t}te caid to be puiielied iii the (lepartineuts and transferred f r conipilat ion 
the Biireri ii) I lie Bureau gainhiiix ill this way, in addition to the prinlarv object, 

inc us'ful statistical ly-pi'oduets and :t widct' teebti ical experiettce. 

Libi'arc.—A hiirarv of st:uidird works oii statistical technic, outst.rin'liig 
t cal 'lo'ulnonts (If the past. 01111 current statistical publications of the principal 

iiitr I es i 1 cii g itsci tihhid 1111 d er a eompetei it ii I ira ii a ii. Thea malga mat ioi I of 
itches 

 
lin ,  redui'cd (!vI'rlapjlitlg—whichl in library work is particularly expensive-

I lot r'iiderid seine previously u ncatalogued collections of hooks and pamphlets 
d011y accessible. The library i purely statistical, recourse being had to other 
1 nrces for works of more general application, cxcpt where the latter are r'oit- 

iii requisition. 

tiOteil On !>ages iS-li. 
The following outline of the manner In which mechanical tabulation Is effeeletI in the  

f Ponulatlon may he of iopuiar Interest. it will be understood that the reeor1s of each 
ii Instead of being taken off from the census returns by hand on a eomOii,lcn sheet 
hiI1 	:peI:sr'I 	It:' 	I!,. 	 ff,'nfrl hv p.s'pg Iii 	'1'. 	Itr' irilaj'"d 
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Division 11—Population--The Census. 

Entering the field proper of statistics, the first subject of all to demand attelit ion 
is undoubtedly the people which make up the nation—to which phase the term " demo-
graphy " has been applied. And here on the threshold of the Bureau's work a principle 
which runs throughout its organization (applicable to best advantage under centrali-
zation) must be briefly noted. 

In familiar parlance, two kinds of records are commonly employed in accimtliitiilg, 
(1) it record of transactions as they occur, and (2) a periodical stock-taking. Simi-
larly, statistics may be roughly divided into those dcrived from the ColItilluoUS 
observation of phenomena while functioning, and those of the census or national stock 
sheet. Certain information is best brought out by the one treatment, certain other 
by the second. It is superfluous to add that the two series of records should be care-
fully related to each other, and that the limitations of each should be clearly 
i'eeogn ized. 

The decennial population census is, of course, the national stock-taking par 
excellence. The fact, however, that it has for primary object the enumeration of the 
people is of considerable moment statistically. The enumeration of the people its 
iteif is a very large task (it has been said of time United States census that it is "the 
largest single adininisti'ative act of the Government ") demanding machinery of an 
elaborate and special character. In chief it requires a very numerous field force, 
sufficient to reach by personal contact, within it few days' ti isle, each i iid iv id mU wi tl in 
the country. Obviously tile heavy expenditures of so large an organization should be 
made to yield the largest possible statistical return. But there are limits to the kind 
of data that a census thus organized can supply, it cannot, for example, undertake 
inquiries involving scientific or technical knowledge on the part eithei' of the census 
agent or the persoit from whoni the data are obtained. Perhaps the feature of the 
Canadian cen8us that has oftenest provoked criticism in time past, iiamiicly, its tendency 
to over-elaboration, arose through lack of allowance for the limitations of the popu-
lation enumerators—joined to its isolation from the general body of statist us. The 
attempt to collect mortuary statistics, or it record of tile deaths occurring during the 
census ycar, is it case in point : vital statistics require fundamentally the method of 
coiitiimuous observation. Another imIstillice of overtaxing is furnished by iliduStritIl 
production, a highly complex and techmiicnl subject, breaking up into innumiicrable 
subdivisions, each requiring special tr('atmdnt beyond the powers of the ordinary popu- 

PminchOm p—The punch-card is divided Into fields or zones, each corresponding to a certain 
specific detail of record on the populat4on schedule. In the card adol>te,l fir the 1911 Census. 
the first four fields were for the identification or " gang punch,' so-called from the (act that 
the cards are perforated with it 'gang ' of punches simultaticously, the perforations co rispond-
ing to the number of the electoral and enumeration district to which they belong. As every 
district has a particular number, it is imposstble, even should the cards become ae idntai!y 
misplaced, to compile a card belonging to one district with those of another. The ren,:niil&'r of 
the card was divided into twenty-three fields or zones, covering all the information m -garding 
the individual which could be efficiently compiled. 

VeriJtc&on.—After the cards are punched, gang punched and Inspected, they are put 
through a verification machine In order to detect and reject cards which are insufiicieiil!y i'm-
inconsistently punched. It is considered ' iiiconsistent,' for example, if a WOIflCO is recorded 
as a hlactcsnilth, or a person under five or over twenty as attending school, or a male under 
cighicen or it female under fifteen as married. Cards rejected for these and simila,' reasons 
are referred hack for comparison with the original record. 

2ortin.—Sorting is accomplished by an automatic machine which feeds the cards one by 
one between electric contacts. In synchronism with the forward movement of the card, a chute 
or opening Is reciprocated across its path. The sorting is done at great speed. enen machine 
sorting about two hundred and fifty cards per minute into twelve different classifications 

Tabuialiimy.—After sorting for any one field, the caras are ready to be tal,uiated for the 
various data predetermined for Publi,'ntinn. This Is done by tabulating machines at the rate 
of about 15,000 Per day. 

The posibilitles of mnech,inical tabulation may be illustrated by the fact that the analytical 
data of the ('itisus of 1915 comprised 1.664 pages, as compared with 537 pages in 1901. as a 
result of new studies covering families, Immigration, etc. 
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I.tion enumerator. Spoak iiz l'r:tdly flile prilnilit IniNt not be run into the ground) 
II? decennial C0fl8L15 should be a stock-taking, pritijorily of the l)eople but extended in 

far as possible to the whole field of statistics. how this works out in specie eases, 
and the Canadian census is made to yield the maxillium dividend on its overhead, is 
touched upon in the proper connection in the following. The taking of the census in 
this general way is made the duty of Division II of the Bureau, though the latter is 
assigned population as its subject proper .* 

Coining to population statistics in the light of the above, the subject falls into 
(1) those of the census or decennial stock-taking just mentioned, and (2) the statis- 
tics of day-to-day increase or decrease, including (a) vital statistics (births and 
deaths), and (b) the statistics of migration to and from the country. As above 
stated, these three divisions should be closely co-ordinated. 

The Censizs. 

The Statistics Act provides for a census of the whole of Canada iii 1921 and in 
every tenth year thereafter. Midway between, i.e., in 1ti26 and every tenth year there-
after, a census of the three prairie provinces, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, is to 
be taken, in view of the more rapid growth that may be expected in these newer 
regions. This so-called " quinqueiinial " census dates from 1885-0, when Manitoba 
and the Northwest Territorities were included; since 1906 it has been extended over 
the three provinces occupying the prairie section of Canada. 

The census thus provided for is termed the " Census of Population and Agriculture." 
The reason for the inclusion of agriculture will, in the light of preceding remarks, 
be obvious. Approximately 35 per cent of the population of Canada is engaged in 
agriculture, and the most expensive part of the census organization is that of the rural 
districts. For agriculture, moreover, the ordinary population en -jmerator Proves a 
satisfactory field agent, most of the processes of agriculture being familiar ones and 
such as an enumerator chosen in an agricultural district and usually a practical agri-
culturist himself can well cover. hence the provision that the stock-taking of the 
Canadian pople shall be a comprehensive survey as well of their primary industry. 
Reference in detail to the census of agriculture and its place in the scheme of general 
aagricultural statistics will be found further on.t 

* In effect, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics is a general statistical office charged with 
the taking of the Census, whereas the Census and Statistics Oltice, which the Bureau. super-
sedes. was a census office plus  specilic Independent duties. ' A highly organized Government' 
says a writer in the Journal of the Americami Statistical Association (December, 1914) " should provide for the continuous registration of social phenomena, and for the lieriOdical census of 
social conditions." He continues, with reference to the U.S. Bureau Of the Census: "Per-
Inanent maintenance for the performance of a function periodically, however important that 
function, is a stigma which is fundamentally discrediting to any public office . . . 	The 
deconalal census has been called the 'greatest single piece of work ' Undertaken by the Gov-ernment . . . but it is decidedly unfortunate that the notion should prevail so generally is it does, that providing a nucleus Is the chief justification for permanent maintenance 
rho justification for permanent maintenance must ultimately be found if at all in the work done by the office in its character as a permanent bureau. If this other work of the permanent Bureau Is casual, a sort of Statistical fly-flapping  without practical social value in Itself, Its 
continuance can not be justified by the exigencies of the decennial census, and (lie Bureau itself 
had best be abolished—even though its abolition mught somewhat Impair the qu,tTty of the 
decennial census, or prevent any material Improvement in that work ... 	The iatc'rcc-nsal 
activities of the Bureau absolutely determine the character of its working force. If these 
activities are trivial, the Bureau itself will always be found incompetent to undeit:ike the 
decennial census. Unless, therefore, there is concrete evidence that time Bureau his beconic during the first decade of Its existence a 'groat statistical laboratory,' it has failed I qualify 
even for performing the one function which is generally regarded as Its distinguishing char-
acter." 

tsee pages 2,6 and 30. 
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Vital Statistic8. 

Vital Statistics, notwithstanding their importance as the basis of public health 
and of much of the security and moral tine of social life, have never been satisfactorily 
organized for the whole of Canada. They are under provincial jurisdiction (as per-
tauiing to civil rights) ; but in two of the provinces they have virtually never been 
brought into existence, whilst in the others legislation and administrative nietliods 
have diliered in the widest way. (For example, the statistical year is not uniform; 
the International Classitieatioii of 1)eaths is not universally followed; each province 
has its own standard of adrniiii-trat ion; and each province its own methods of colil-
piling and preseiiting results.) I nterpioviiicial colilparisolls of data or their combina-
tioll into 1)ominion totals have accordingly heretofore been impossible. 

The original Census Act I1rvi(!e(l that a record ol deaths should be takeii for the 
census year—au attempt to bridge the chasm—but this a aiim may be set down as ques-
tionable ijiethoti. For the reason mai ii ly that iii census-taking iii liii ries involving the 
use of nielnory or of scientific kiiowlciltre slitild be avoided (there are other reasons is 
well), the mortuary census was never more I ian a partial success, i.iver twenty per rent 
of the deaths being missed and I the in urination art madly collected being of lindlod  
value, esj iceinlly in the ill-important tit:ittcr o f the cause of death. Even had it proved 
otherwise, mortality statistics are only a section of the field of vital statistics, and it 
ten-year intervals are of little use. Thirty-five years ago, the l)ominion Uovernrm'nt 
began the annual collection of vital statistics directly Irma the leading numnieipnlities, 
then the only source of birth and death records, but the statistics lapsed in the early 
'nineties with the organization of the provincial systems. 

The remedy, of course, lies in uniform standard legislation and administration by 
the provinces, with a central Dominion oflice as internasliary agent for the maimiten-
ance of the standard and for the compiling and publicatioit of the more important 
comparative results. More than ahiiost any other subject, vital statistics gain by 
breadth of treatnieimt; to work in it water-tight compartment is to lose half the fruits. 
Vital Statistics, in fact, are international in scope. Time decennial census also should 
carefully relate its population rubries to the needs and objects ut vital statistics; cii-

taiii data of first-rate interest to vital statistics are most readily obtained through t lie 
census. The census in the past has not always obtained these data, but it might 
plead in extenuation that it Was difficult to relate its inquiry to vital statistics when 
the latter did not exist. 

Looking to the workimig out of an arrangement as above outlined, the Census and 
Statistics Office, in 1916, submitted a memorandum to the provinces, in which the 
situatiofl was reviewed iii detail and ii tentative solution t  ut forward. A model pro-
vimicial bill was drafted and appended to this memnoranduni, with model forms of regis-
tration and model regulations for procedure in detail, together with a draft Order in 
Council detimiiiig Dominion obligations—the whole based on the vital statistical legis-
lation and administration of the several provinces and of other countries, notably the 
United States and Australia, whose forms of Government and social institutions 
approximate closely to our own. The memorandum was followed by an exchange of 
views, and by the end of 1917 sucient progress had been made to warrant the call-
ing of a conference for more formal action. 

The conference was held in June, 1918, and there were present, in addition to tb 
provincial and Dominion officials, who constituted the principals in the negotiations, 
rel)resefltatiVes of the 1)ominion Departments of lmmigration and Insurance. tile 
Commission of Conservation, the 1)omniniomi Pension Board, a committee from the 
American Society of Aetuarie, and delegates from the Canadian Medical Association, 
the linion of Canadian Municipalities, and the Municipal Tuiprovement Ta'agiie of 
Canada. The United States Bureau of time Census kindly sent the chief of its Vital 
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Statistical Division to assist in the deliberations. The conference, after a two-days' 
session, adopted the general plan suggested by the Bureau, the Model Bill and forms 
being sent on to a committee, which completed the-work of drafting at a meeting held 
in December, 1918. Briefly, the plan involves the passing of the Model Bill and its 
enforcement to a ninety per cent standard by the provinces. The Dominion Bureau, 
on its part, agrees to print and supply the various forms and schedules called for by 
the scheme; to pay the cost of transcribing and forwarding the data when collected 
by the provinces; to effect all compilations by the punched-card method and according 
to a plan of tabulation to be agreed upon; to co-ordinate the statistics of migration in 
accordance with the scheme; to take the census of population in close relation with 
vital statistics; and to pay the expenses of periodical conferences between Dominion and 
provincial representatives for the discussion of problems arising in the working out of 
the plan. The Decennial Mortuary Census will be abandoned, its insufficiency having 
long been recognized in the United States, France, and Germany, and experience in 
('aiiada pointing strongly in the same di rection .* 

Since the conclusion of these negotiations, four of the provinces have introduced 
the necessary legislation. In two others, new legislation will not he called fir, whilst 
in the rest act ion will probal)]y be taken in 1920. An Order in Council rati lying the 
engagements ut the Bureau of St.atitics has been passed, (P.C. ()13, (lated April 2, 191)), 
1111(l it is thought that actual work upon the plan will be begun in 1920 1111(1 (01111)leted 
within the twelve months following. Thus, within measurable distance of time, the 
problem of vital statistics bids fair to be solved. Always important., the war has 1-411(IeIe(i 
the intelligent study of our vital stock increasingly so, not only for the repairing of 
losses but for the building up of a people equal to the development of our natural 
resources, on which the economic future so largely depends. The reforms now coti-
templated. it may be pointed out, coincide with the establishment of a Dominion 
I)epartment of Health, which, without the measurements afforded by vital statistics, 
would be seriously handicapped. The general statistical work of the new department 
will be carried out in the Bureau. 

iIigration Statistics. 

The place which migration statistics OCCUPY in tile scheme of population statis-
tics has been already indicated. As vital statistics show the natural increase or 
decrease, Migration Statistics Show the increase or decrease by movements to or from 
other countries. A record of inimigrant arrivals has been maintained by the Immi-
gration Broach since the beginning of the century. It is the intent-ion to h ave  tins 
record include in future all items necessary for co-ordination with the decennial 
Census and vital statistics, a punched-card of each entry to be ified in the Bureau. 
where it can be made part of the general population record. 

With regard to emigration, no statistics are at present available, but it is hoped 
to institute a record coincidentally with the beginning of the work on vital statistics. 
The treatment of emigration from Canada falls into two divisions, namely, (1) that 
by seaports, which offers no special difficulty, and (2) that by land to the tinted 
Stntc. The latter movement is very heavy, and involves the added difficulty of 
distinguishing bona fide emigration from the transient interchanges that take place 
daily on so considerable a scale between the two countries. It is thought that by 
co-operation with the Immigration Department of the Uiiit.ed Stat-es, wiiic'h records 
and classifies all passengers from Canada into the United States (as emigrants, 
returning citizens, visitors, etc.) in the same way that emigrants fr-un the 
United States to Canada are recorded by the Canadian Department, the prohh'!i t  

A report of the proceedings of the conference was issued as a special document and may-be had on application to the Bureau. 
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may be solved, and an accurate meaurement set up of this important movement. 
The necessity for such measurement will be appreciated when it is said that according 
to the last decennial census iiearly half of the huge volume of immigration of the 
preceding ten years had passed out of the country, only it little over fifty per cent 
remaining (lomiciled in Canada when the census was taken. 

National Registration, 1918. 
A special feature of the work during the past year was the compilation of the 

returns of the national registration takeui in June, 1918. A temporary staff of over 
400 clerks was employed in the various operations of coding, punching, verifying, 
and typing the cards, the necessary office space being obtained in the \rieria Museum. 
The cards were then transferred to the Bureau to be sorted and tabulated on the 
Bureau's machines. The signing of the armistice on November 11, 1918, having 
rendered the continuance of further national war effort unnecessary, the greater part 
of the work projected was not pushed to completion, but the following inforniat ion 
was taken off, for the use of the Board of Registration:- 

For Males:- 
(I) ('lassificatioii of the male pOl)UlatiOn, 16 years of age and over. accordi og 

to citizenship; by provinces. 
(2) Classificatioii of the population of foreign origin, as enemy, allied or 

neutral; 
(3) Classification of unmarried males, free from physical disabilities, by 

single years of age, between 16 and 45. 
1'here was also in course of preparation the following 

Classification of the male population by families, and the itumber of 
eliildreii under 16 years in each family; 

Number of antics deflected froiti their regular occupat urns to emergency 
work; 

3) N umber of in ales si ippi it ii ig fain ii ies, by i nil ust r nil groups 
(4) Clasaiticition of niale inlilligramt populat toil I iy ocrul)ations ; their 

segregation in urban and rural centres. 
For Females.—The tabulation of the data concerning the mobilizable 

women of Canada, being demanded for various purposes by women's orgailiza-
tions, were carried further than in the case of males, the following tables being 
compiled:- 

Number of females able to give full time paid work, classified (a) 
as being able to leave home, (b) as not requiring remuneration for work. 

Number of females whose home ties permitted them to give full 
time paid work, classified by provinces, according to their industrial or pro-
fessional training. 

Number of females able to give full time paid work, classified accord-
jug to the bronchi of farming in which they possess experience. 

Number of females employed in each specified industry, classified 
according to language spoken: (a) English only; (b) English and French 
(c) French only; (d) Foreign tongue only. 

(5n to 5j) Ten tables, classifying mobilizable women reported in 
1)omest.ie and Personal Services," for Canada and the provinces, by occu-

pational or trade callings. 
(On to Oj) Ten tables, classifying mobilizable women reported in Pro-

fessiontil e.rvices," distributed for Canada and the provinces, by occupa-
tional or trade eallings. 

(7a to 7j) Ten tables, classifying mobilizable women in each industrial 
group for Canada and the provinces. 
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The cards were also employed to furnish lists of farmers for use in collecting 
the annual and nmnthly statistics of agriculture, the work on which will be described 
in the next following section. 

Division III—Agricuiture. 

The census of agriculture for Canada is taken, as previously stated, in i)ivisioii TI. 
Comprehensive and detinitive as it is, the census can obviously form only part of a 
complete system of agricultural statistics. The immediately practical part is a monli 
to motith service of rehial,le information on conditions affecting current farm I)rOdU(-
tion, and more particularly a statement of the volume of production annually at the 
earliest date consistent with accuracy. So important is the latter service, not only to 
agriculturists but to the business community at large—agriculture bulking so pre-
poiideiatingly in the Canadian scheme—that it has been assigned a distinct division 
in the Bureau. 

The manner in which the work of crop reporting was carried out for many years 
in the past offered a leading example of statistical malpractice. Originally the .statis-
tics of the census were the only data having official inuprimatnir, oin(.l thn(se, as just 
remarked, can be regarded as foundational only. The first annual statistics were 
undertaken by certain of the provinces. Others gradually followed, but their methods 
differed, and some were content with estimates of only meagre character. 1'he Dominion 
(ioverniment accordingly, faced with the need of nation-wide statistics, began inn 190 
through the Census and Statistics Office the issue of a monthly bulletin on agricul-
tural conditions (originally the 0  Census and Statistics Monthly," in 1917 changed to 
tine 0  Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics "), including animal statements of 
agricultural yields and the numbers of farm live stock. Reliance, was had for the 
estimates contained in the Bulletin upon a large body of voluntary cmi, correspondents, 
scattered throughout the country, who reported monthly according to a fixed routine. 
In 1910. the Office became the medium through which data were prepared for the 
Interiiational Institute of Agriculture, to which Canada was one of the original 
adherents. Thus for a considerable portion of Canada a dual series of agricultural 
reports and estimates, Dominion and provincial, Caine into existence (and not inifre-
quently into confliet),—a source of embarrassment to the ninny who required trust-
worthy agricultural figures, and the cause of constant friction alnoung officials. Event 
for the census years, when the element of estimate was eliminated, the figures of the 
provinces were in some cases left at variance with those of the Dominnioii. 

'I'he situation has now.beeu cleared up, and there exists to-day a unified and 00-
ordinatecl scheme of agricultural information and statistics, monthly and annual, for 
the whole of Cainada. The negotiations which achieved this result were begun in 1913. 
On March 26, 1014, a further step was taken at an informal conference held at Ottawa 
between representatives of the Dominion and Provincial Goverununents, at which the 
question of improving the methods of agricultural statistics was generally considered, 
the principle of co-operation cndorsed, and adjuurimient made on 4 resolution which 
relegated to the Census and Statistics Office the drafting of a detailed Plan. After 
minute and comprehensive study of the situation the Office in due course completed 
the task assigned, with the result that in 1917, after a further exchange of views, a 
co-operative arrangement between the Dominion and four of the provinces (Quebec, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and British ('oluinbia) was successfully applied; in 1018 this 
was extended to all tl nine pruviunces of the Dominion. 

in the scheme as (revised—which, as already explained, aims primarily to keep the 
country in constant touch with agricultural conditions and prospects—the pivotal 
figures, in the case of field c,ops, are these of the aereages sown in the spring apply- 



the average yields per acre at harvest, the total crop is estimated. In the case of 
live stock, the numbers of each kind on the farm in the month of June are similarly 
tccportamit. The method previously in use for securing these spring data, namely, by 

'tIlls of estimates from corrcspuiideiits as to the mercentago increase or decrease in 
oh district compared with the preceding year, was frankly admitted to be faulty, 

cvi tlistaimding that it has had the adherence of the United States Department of 
.\ -rieulture for sixty years. It provides no solid fc'undation, and errors tend to become 
ccltllulative. \Vhnt is refimircil instcad is a series of actual returns from as large it 

number as possible of individual farins,so that the estimate, if estiniate there must be, 
may rest on fact. Ontario early recognized the superiority of this method and adopted 
the plan of circularizing individual farmers. 

The dilliculty, of course, lies in reaching so large a number of individuals: there 
are over 640,000 holdings in Canada of five acres and upwards. After a thorough 
canvass of ways and means, it appeared that the best avenue of apj)roacll to the farmer 
for statistics purpces lay through the rural school teacher. The school is ubiquitous, 
and the work of distributing and collecting it census card annually through the school 
toucher lit s in well with educational work. Briefly, the method worked out by the Bureau 
and the provinces is in gollt'ill us flows : A card previously agreed ii coii is printed 
by the Bureau : it carries Sonic twenty-five ruiries relating to areas of 1iecl crops 
and iiumbers, of farm live stock. The tiuncher of cards corresponding to the estimated 
imumnicer of farms in the province is then shipped to each Provincial I)epartment of 
Agriculture. 'l'iie latter, by arrangement with its sister Department of Education, 
forwards the cards in bundles of thirty or forty to the rural school teachers, who have  
been previously advised and coached iii the work by joint circular of the departments 
concerned. The teacher distributes the cards through the children, to whom a state-
ment of the objects of the inquiry in simple language is read, making the whole a 
school exercise and a lesm,n in public service as well as in agli(ultural education. The 
clmii has also a prospective value in that it is training the rliiltFnmi to fill up the forms 

themmiscives when they shall have become farmers. The cards are ill tile first instance 
sent lack by the tcaelmers to the l'rovimicial Department, which arranges tlierim accord-
ing to counties or crop districts. 'fiiey are then shipped to the Dominion Bureau 
for compilation. When this work is completed, the results are forwarded by the 
Bureau to the province, and the element of estimate is deelded by an exchange of 
viewS, oil the wire or otherwise. Thus, during the fall in each year, the country is in 

of a trustworthy statement by provuwes and districts of the aereages under 
iic' principal crops and of the imumber of time principal descriptions of farm live stock. 

The average yield per acre is similarly arrived at by co-operative methods. It 
has been already noted that the Bureau maimitains :m large staff of correspondents, who 
report monthly (cli agricultural conditions, according to a fixed scheme. Several of 
the provincial departments have similar staffs, though in most cases only quarterly or 
loss frequent reports are received from them. In all, however, an estimate of average 
yields per acre is made at harvest time. The Bureau, it may be added, for this 
special service, also obtains a return from the rural postmasters. Thus, the final 
figures represent the experience of many thousand competent observers scattered 
throughout the country, most of whiOnl are either practical farmers or are in close 
touch with the farming community, the figures being settled by agreement between 
the Dominion and Provincial experts after careful consultation with each other. 

At present the scheme of annual agricultural statistics is limited in the case of 
field crops to those in general cultivation, but there are particular branches of agri-
cultural or horticultural production that remain to be brought. within the range of 
tIm' Bureau's activity. 'ihiese include fruits (especially apples), vegetables, sugar beets. 
tobacco, flax for fibre, and maple syrup. In fruits, the possibilities of obtaining satis-
factory annual figures, and the ways and means of doing so, have been carefully 
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studied by the Bureau, in conjunction with the Fruit Branch of the Department of 
Agriculture, and a joint plan for the collection of fruit statistics for the year 1919 
is to be put into operation next fall. For vegetables, other than potatoes, already 
included as a field crop, it wOul(l appear wise to use the data to be collected by the 
next decennial census of 191 as a starting point for annual statistics. For sugar 
beets, special data including the quantity of sugar made from Canadian-grown sugar 
beets are furnished annually by the l)onhinion Sugar Company of Chatham, Ont. 
For flax fibre—a coming industry—the Bureau publishes annually data obtained 
through the Flax Fibre Division of the Dominion Experimental Farms. For tobacco, 
the Tobacco Division reports annually to the Bureau as to results of the tobacco har-
vest in Quebec and Ontario, includiiig area, yield, quality, and value, and the report is 
published in the Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics, usually in November. 
For maple syrup and sugar no statistics other than those of the census have as yet been 
collected, except in Quebec, but the possibilities of collecting annual figures for 
Canada are under investigation. 

The above, as previously stated, are the pivotal figures in the Bureau's scheme 
of annual agricultural statistics. They are released to the press in summary form 
immediately they are available, and the full details appear in the next following 
issues of the Bureau's " Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics." The other 
matter of the Monthly Bulletin may be regarded as grouped about the above. Each 
number contains a statistical summary of the current reports of the Bureau's corres-
pondents on agricultural conditions by provinces; summaries of similar reports from 
I)rovincial sources; reports from Dominion Experimental Farms and Stations; crop 
reports from other countries; the latest statistics of the International Institute of 
Agriculture on world crops and live stock; a report on the weather of the previous 
month; and from three to five tables giving weekly and monthly average prices of the 
principal agricultural products in the Canadian and British markets. The general 
scheme of the Bureau's annual agricultural crop reporting ser'ict' may he seen from 
the following statement 

Janoary.—Farm values, including values of farm land, wages of farm 
help and values of farm live stock. 

March.—Farm products on hand and percentage of merchantable quality. 
Condition of live stock. 

April.—Areas winter killed of fall wheat, hay and clover. Condition of the 
growing crops of fall wheat and of hay and clever. Progress of seeding 
operations (spring wheat, nat' and barley). Dates of sowing and appear-
ance of wheat above ground. 

Ma.y.—Prclinminry estimate of areas sown to spring wheat, oats. barley, 
rye, peas, mixed grains, hay and clover, alfalfa and pastures. Condition of 
these crops and also of fall wheat. Dates of sowing and of appearance of wheat 
above ground. 

,Jone,—llevised estimate of areas sown to spring wheat, Oats, barley, rye, 
peas, mixed grains, hay and clover, alfalfa and pastures. Condition of these 
Crops and of fall wheat. Areas of late-sown cereals and hoed crops, including 
buckwheat, flax, corn for husking, beans, potatoes, turnips, sugar beets, man-
golds, carrots, etc., and corn for fodder. Dates of sowing and of appearance 
above ground of wheat. Dates of heading, flowering and milk-stage of wheat. 

July.—Preliminary estiniate of the yield per acre of fall wheat., hay and 
clover and alfalfa. Condition of spring wheat, oats, barley, rye, peas, beans, 
buckwheat, mixed grains, flaxseed, corn for husking, potatoes, turnips, man-
golds, carrots, etc., hay and clover, alfalfa, corn for fodder, sugar beets and 
pasture. Dates of heading, flowering, milk-stage and cutting of wheat. 
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A ugust.—Estimate of the yichi per acre of Spring wheat, rye, oats, barley 
and tlx. Estimate of areas sown to these cereals that from any cause will riot 
produce a crop. Condition of spriirg wheat, oats, barley, rye, beans. buck-
wheat, mixed grains, flaxseed corn for husking, potatoes, turnips, marigolds, 
carrots, etc., hay and clover, alfalfa, corn for fodder, sugar beets arid pasture. 
i)ates of heading, flowering, milk-stage and cutting of wheat. Stick of 
wiirat, oats and barley in hand on August 31. 

reitr'nrbv'r.—Estinrate of the yield per acre of fall wheat, spring when t. 
oats, barley, rye, peas, beans, buckwheat, mixed grains, flaxseed and corn for 
husking. Qualit.y of these crops when harvested j  Oondit.ion of Votatoes, 
turnips, marigolds, carrots, etc., sugar beets, corn for fodder and alfalfa. 1)atc 
of cutting of wheat. 

()rtober.—Yield per acre, quality and average price of potatoes, sugar beets, 
turnips, corn for husking, other roots (marigolds, carrots, etc.) hay and clover. 
fodder corn and alfalfa. Acreage sown to fall wheat. Condition of fall wheat. 
Percentage of fall plough jig conipleted. Acreage summer-fnillowed in lrr' it - 
age of previous year. 

1)erem.ber.—Final estimates of yields per acre based upon reports of 
threshing results. Average market prices and weight per measured bushel of 
cereals. 

lit addition to tire statistics and estimates founded on the above and on the co-
operative work with the provinces, a more or less regular sequence of special articles is 
issued in the Bulletin, including (luring 1918 the following:- 

Outbreak of Wheat Rust in 1917, by W. 1'. Fraser, \E.A., Officer iii clrargc 
of Grain 1)iseases Investigations, Division of Botmny, Central Experimental 
Farm, Ottawa, (Expert statistical and botanical study of schedules collected 
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics from its correspondents). Influence of 
tl 'Weather upon Farm crops, (Article explaining new arrangements for 
co-operation with the new section of agricultural meteorology (if the Dominion 
Meteoroloi cal Service at Toronto). Agricultural Meteorology, (Scien t i lie 
article on the relation of the weather to the yield of wheat iii Mnriitidei, by A. 
J. Corinor, M.A., I)otninion Meteorological Office, forontcr). Carinida's Oppor-
tunity for Exports of Foods, (Special illustrated article by Dr. R. J. MeFall, 
Chief of Internal Trade Division, Dominion Bureau of Statistics). Milling 
end Baking Tests of Canadian Wheat, 1918, (Report by I)r. F. J. Birchnmrd, 
Clienrist iii charge of the T)omjniorr Grain Research Laboratory of tin' I )part-
merit of 'l'rndp arid Coiiinncrec' at Winnipeg), international aroverirerit of 
artificial fertilixers, from reports issued by the International institute of 
Agricinl ture, in clii iii rig tnride sliowi ng the product ion and trade in nato ral plios-
phatcs. basic slag, sulphate of ammonia and siilJiliur, 1913 and 1916. an d imports 
and exports of potash salts and nitrate of soda, 1913 arid 191 fi. Special article 
by the Editor on the World's i'roduction of Grain and Potatoes, including tables 
showing by countries the arm and production of cereals and potatoes iii the 
Northern hemisphere for 1918 as compared with 1917, and with th(! annual 
averages of the five years, 1912-16. The same, by tables for the Smithrerri 
1-lemisphrere and for the southern and northern hem ist dwi'es conthi ned. Field 
Roots Seed for sale, (Statement showing quantities of marigolds, turnips arid 
carrot seed for sale, as furnished by the Experimental Farms Branch of the 
I )onninion 1)epartment of Agriculture). 

it may he ad(le(l that the l'rovinrcial Governments now assist the Bureau in the 
a)poir1tnrreIrt of the staffs of correspondents who furnish the above information, in 
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some cases the personnel of the Dominion and Provincial staffs of correspondents 
being the same. The Bureau distributes all data supplied by the correspondents to 
the provinces immediately upon completion of the compilation each month, and the 
provinces reciprocate with any similar information that accrues to them. 

It has been agreed between I)ominion and provinces that the returns of the 
decennial and quinqucnnial agricultural censuses shall be accepted as final and as the 
basis upon which all estimates shall fundamentally proceed, the Bureau undertaking 
to appoint enumerators by the merit system, and generally to employ approved 
methods. On the latter point a reform inaugurated in the Western Census of 1916 
may be mentioned. In previous censuses the agricultural statistics have been obtained 
by a series of questions intimately associated with the population rubrics. In 1916. 
use was for the first time made of a separate agricultural schedule for each farm, cover-
ing such features as ownership, areas, values, expenditures, tenure, live stock, animal 
products, field crops, fruits and vegetables, and forest l)roducts on farms; altogether 
380 items are comprised under 32 licacliiigs. This, though a somewhat more expensive 
method, gives more accurate and complete results, and will he adhered to in future 
censuses. 

The above plans, while doubtless capable of improvement, represent, it is believed, 
a suitable beginning in the building up of a valuable scheme of statistics relating to 
the premier industry of Canada. For 1918, the first year in which the plan was 
uniformly applied throughout Canada, the returns received represented about 240,000 
farms, and these, it is considered will be increased as the work becomes better known 
and appreciated. Conflicting results in connection with the annual agricultural 
statistics of Canada are now eliminated, and the work is arranged on a basis that is 
theoretically sound and that unites all available technic throughout the Dominion in a 
common effort towards a common goal. 

In addition to the agricultural volunies of the de''ciunal aiil quiiiuemiiiial cen-
suses and the "Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics" which have been 
described in the foregoing, it is in contemplation to bring out an Agricultal Year 
Book, under the joint direction of the Agricultural and Internal Trade Divisions of 
the Bureau. The latter Division, as will be explained in detail further on, compiles 
the statistics of the marketing of grain, live stock, meats and other agricultural pro-
ducts, within the country. The annual statistics of dairy factories, covered by the 
Industrial Census (Division IV of the Bureau) will also he included, and a summary 
of agricultural imports and exports and the more iiiiportaimt world statistics relating 
to agricultnral production, trade, prices, etc:, added. 

Division IV.—The Industrial Census. 

There is no need to emphasize the importance of a well-rounded system of pro-
duction statistics, especially in Canada where prod'uetion is the larger part if not the 
sole source of the national inco,ne. Agricultural production has been already dealt 
with (Division III). For the large and variegated field that remains—including such 
sharply differentiated operations as the raising of minerals, the catching of fish, the 
hewing of timber, as well as the multifarious I>roeesses that go on in shops, mills, and 
factories in converting raw materials into the forms in which they enter hiunan con-
sumption, the "Industrial Census" has been organized. 

historically, time first st-atistics of industrial I)roduetiOn were those of certain 
Dominion and Provincial departments. The Mines Departments of the provinces, for 
example, automatically secured statistics whilst collecting royalties upon or otherwise 
supervising the mining output. Similarly, Departments of Fisheries and Forestry 
came, in certain cases, to publish the statistics thrown off by their administrative 
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activities. But while much valuablo information was secured in this way, the statis-
ties as a whole were not satisfactory. Executive departiueiit.s very properly adapt 
their records to executive needs; the hitter are limited and aftcii differ between 
ilei>artments, whilst statistical methods may vary at will, it has been impossible, 
therefore, in the past to compare with safety a statistic of, say, it Provincial \l flies 
I )cpnrtimwnt with time eorressiiiliiig statistic of another province—still less to col-
late the statistics of, say, it Mines and a Fisheries or Forostry Department. Much 
overlapping ensued; at the same time, wide areas of the field were left uncovered. 
Again, for numerous phases common to all industrial processes, but falling beyond 
the purview of such departments as have been mentioned (notably the problems sur-
run idiiig ezillital and labour), Still nimot her series of ilepartinents have iartiall' sur-
vevi'd the field from time to time; and still other be(hics like the ( 'ouservatiou ( om-
mission have been at work from their own distinctive standpoint. it is true that nine-
•vcrv temi years a coniprehuisi ye survey of indust i'y was mninde by the decennial census. 
F i t d 'eel in i al a ta ti sties of product iu II are only it ii ttl e belt or than no st ati sties it all. 
Moreover, as explained in it previous section, the organization d'emamnded for an indus-
trial census is of character almost diametrically opposite to that of a p.pulimtiomi 
('eri.Ims. The latter iniust reach several millions of individuals for a comparatively 
simple inquiry; the former, outside of fishing and farming, requires access to less 
than 50,001) entities—but for information which is oft,emi complex and technical t a 
(legr(. To attempt to collect the data of mines and manufacturers through the 
meiliminn of the population enumerators is, in point of fact, to invite (liSeoflifitilre the 
(P115115 inquiries of the past may have illustrated tl broader tendencies of iiinmstry, 
liit 11ev did not i linini mate. detnils, and iletails are more and more essential. 

In fratiming the Statistieq Art, therefore, it was decided to create entirely separate 
IiiLI('hifl('i",' for the treatment, of i mmdiistrja] statistics, inelul jug under that hieiuli rig the 
statist mrs of fisheries, mines, forestry, and gcmicrui maim u faetures .* The d'emimmini 
census of the future will compile lists of industries, and otherwise exercise it clieek 
but the industrial census proper will be taken on an annual basis and by a distinct 
organiztion. (Statistics Act, lOiS, sections 20 and 21,) This organization will 
proceed in the first instance b y  collaborating with the departments, Dominion arid 
provincial, having n executive fuctions in specific sections of the field (there are over 
thirty of these), and will erect imidopendent machinery only in sections outside the 
rim nip' of such adniin istrotive supervision. The desideratum in such collaboration is. 
f course, to place tIre industrial tr'c]iuie of the administrative departments at time 

Service of the census, uiid I Iii' general statistier.l point of view of the census at the ser-
vice of the departments. Many of the latter liavn' considerable field staffs in close 
touch willi the industries under investigation and of expert training. These form the 
ideni substitute for the immmtraine(1 enumerators of time population eoiisu. and it will be 
found On other grounds that the departments are the hotter qualified to collect anti 
i- is time statistics in the field, to the Bureau failing the duty of bringing the depart-
men ts i mito C uneil, planning time in mu rv as a while, creating the nexus of association 
between it-a parts, and generally defining methods. Tile Bureau also has the larger 
exrn'rieliee in, and greater facilities for, the work of compilation. The major portion 
of the field. of course, lies hneylmld the pssil)ihities of en-operation as above, less tlmnn 
tWemity per cent of industrial production falling under departmental observation. 
TTere the Bureau must net alone, proceeding for the most part by correspondence, but 
employing field agents in the final stages. 

Agriculture, as before stated, is treated in a sepam'ate dIvision 1mm view of its Importance. 
The bromd classificitinim of pr.. iti'-t'' ml'" (i) prin''irv or i's ('ae'ii- e aol (2) secood'im'y, is 
carried out In the fisheries, mines, and forestry sections of the Industrial Census. which thus 
dovetail with the section on manufactures, Divisions HI and IV of the Bureau are to be con-
sidered together as affording a complete view of jroduction with the several sections In due 
correlation. 
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\Vit.h this by way of general statement, it may be of interest to note just how the 
field breaks UI) under the scheme, and how far organization has been effected to the 
present. The co-operative sections of the Industrial Census include the statistics of 
dairy factories, fisheries, forestry, mines and central power establishments, and on 
these in turn a word may be given:- 

Dairy Faciories.—Dairy factories may be regarded as an appendage to farming. 
The Provincial Dairy Commissioners are in close touch with the field; most of them 
have instructors or inspectors who visit every factory once or oftener a season. To 
secure the statistics of these establishments adequately and without friction and dupli-
cation, the following plan has been adopted: First, a common form has been agreed 
upon. The Bureau prints this and supplies a sufficient number to each Provincial Dairy 
Bratieli. The latter, largely through its field staff, collects a return from each estab-
lishment. These after viséing, are forwarded to Ottawa for compilation. Immediately 
the latter is effected for a province, the results are sent back for use in any way deemed 
expedient. The Bureau publishes an annual report for the whole of Canada, with the 
editorial assistance of the Dominion Dairy Branch, and there is thus obtained a single 
coherent return as comprehensive and accurate as official machinery can make it. 
Quebec, which has long done excellent work in dairy statistics through the Central 
Bureau of Statistics for the province, prints her own schedules, which, however, con-
form to the general requirements. For Ontario, the Bureau mails the forms to the 
factory operators direct, the provincial oThcers supplying the lists and co-operating in 
the work of securing the tardy ones and revising results as a whole. Farm dairying 
is covered as a section of agricultural statistics proper. 

lis1ierjes.—The sea fisheries have always been regarded as the domain of the 
nation at large (the right dates from Magna Charta), only inland waters falling under 
provincial jurisdiction. As the lake and stream fisheries of the Maritime Provinces 
are unimportant commercially, and those of the west still remain under the f)ominion, 
it follows that Ontario and Quebec alone, in addition to the Dominion Tshteries 
Branch, are concerned in the statistical problem. British Ciiluinl,ia has a 1' islieries 
Branch, but it does not collect statistics. 

Statistics of fisheries cover (1) the catch, and 2) the product marketed, I lie latter 
divided into (a) fresh, (b) domestically prepared, and (c) factory-made. The men. 
boats, gear, etc., should, of course, be recorded under (1). as well as the capital, labour, 
and other details of smoke-houses, freezers, canneries and the like under (2). For the' 
collecting of the data exceptionally effective machinery exists in the departmental 
fie 1 d inspectors and overseers who, between the Dominion and Provincial Governments, 
bring every fishing section under direct supervision; the Dominion officers, in fact, 
('Over their sections monthly. With regard to (1) the catch, two fn are used, one 
fir the sea fisheries and the other for the inland fisheries. The local fisheries officers 
collct the data, which are forwarded to I lip Bureau and compiled, after thorough check 
and revision. The same procedure is followed for the records of (2) fish marketed (a) 
fresh and (b) domestically prepared. For (c) manbfaetiired fish urodueth, lists of the 
canneries, salteries, smoke-houses, etc., are furnished by the fisheries officers; the 
owners are then circularized by the Bureau and the returns viséed by the Dominion 
Fisheries Branch prior to compilation. The Bureau issues the statistics of fisheries 
for the Dominion in a report which is edited by the Dominion Fisheries T3j'auicli. 

/"oresfrij.The Fiirestrv section includes (1) operations in the woods, (2) saw-
mills, (3) cooperage shops, (4) sash and door factories, planing mills, etc., (5) pulp 
and paper mills, and (6) wood distilleries—from which the subject shelves into special-
ized wood manufactures. 

For operations in the woods, Quebec and British Columbia have excellent statis-
tics, but the other provinces record metely the cut on crown Lands (on which stump- 
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age dues are collected), the increasing areas of forest held in fee simple not being 
covered. (In Nova Scotia practically all timber lands have passed from under the 
Crown.) The Bureau proposes to obtain statistics direct of such operations and also 
of the contingent operations of river-driving, the cut of logs, the numbers nnF wages 
of the mcii, the Cost of supplies, etc. 

The operations of saw-mills and cooperage shops retleet and check the work in the 
woods, their product being the 1 igs in another form (except, (if course, in the ease of 
products like telegraph poles, cross ties, fence pasts, etc.). In the saw-milling sub-
division, the Bureau collaborates with New Brunswick. Quebec, and British (olutimbia 
in preparing lists and collecting the data, but works alone in the other provinces. 
Similarly the field stAiffs of the provinces assist in collecting the returims from pulp 
and paper mills, and the Pulp and I'aper Manutacturers Association also renders 
valuable assistance in this eoimneetion. For sash an(t door factories, wood distilbitiuui, 
etc., the Bureau acts alone, circularizing the various estalilishmerits as sectiomis of gemu-
cml nianufactures. Throughout the section on forestry and related subjects, however, 
the Bureau wi irks in cloc co-operation with the Dominion Forestry Urmumcli, which 
previously issued for several years a series of statistical reporLs ,ou forest products. 
Time latter are cnti mnied by the Bureau but in enlarged form and under arrangements 
as to joint, revision, similar to those which obtain l)etwecii the Bnrvau aumul the Fish-
eries Branch. 

Minrs.—mI imming statistics are perhaps the mist difficult of all to arrange for, by 
reason of their exceptionally varied and technical character. At least five provincial 
dtiartnmeumts, its well as time Donmi nion Department of Mines, have been issuing statis-
tics for ninny years. These statistics ore of good quality, but the methods followed 
are often at variance, and they are limited to the ininhiug point of view. As to llie 
principles which co-operation might follow, a general agreement has been arrived at 
between the Bureau and time provinces. As bctwceii the Bureau and the T)ominion 
Mines Brawlu, an arrangement has been made whereby  the firms and machinery of 
the latter will be used to cover mining ct produion. whilst the Bureau will iudepend-
euillv secure the other data of the inquiry. The arrangement is not final, but it at 
least prevents the same Government asking the same onerns twice for the same 
information. For future years a plan of complete co-operation i5 ainiesl flt. 

Ilydriiu.!ic ansi Other Central Power Plo,n.ts.—Another important section under 
dual control statistically coiisists of plants for the uianufaetiire of electric cult-cut for 
sale. There are two kinds of these, miamely, hydraulic power plants, ivitose product 
is merely the transformed " white coal " of vaterfalls, and those which mtiiiuifacture 
power from fuel. The first alone are matters of direct administrative concorn, but 
the second are so closely allied that the subject must be treated as one. The J)oiniii-
ion Water Power Branch, time Ontario I lydro-Electric Power ('i,uimnissioii, time Quebec 
Strxims Comnmisiomm, and the Water Power Association of Nova Scotia divide the 
administrative field. In collaboration with the Bureau, these bodies have agreed upon 
two forms (the Conservation Commssiomt being also consulted), which it i5 thought 
will illustrate the main features of power production, and which can be varied from 
year to year over the entire range of the subject. They have united also in the pro-
paratiomi of lists of plants. The forms are sent out by the Bureau (except that the 
I lydro-Electric Commission of Ontarii collects from the O plants under its con-
trol). The compilation is made by the Bureau, after revise of the schedules by the 
Dominion Water Power Branch, the Assistant Director of which has been sworn in 
as an officer of time Census. The report is issued in two parts, Part T comprising a 
emnuprehiemisive statistical survey with accofliptuflYi ng expl tuna tory matter, wiui 1st Part 
11 consists of a directory of the commercial and publicly-owned Power stations in 
operation throughout Canada, showing the iirinciiwl features of each, looiutions where 

:lOf-3 
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H 	ti 	i'H It wlI 	r is obtainable, trans- 
pr tati,, facilities available in the vicinity, etc. Part I is issued uncer the inlprim-
atur of the Bureau of Statistics, and Part II by the Dominion Water l'ower Branch. 
The material brought together as above i5 thoroughly exhaustive, and it is thought 
will provo particularly valuable during the period of reconstruction upon which the 
Dominion is now entering. Part. I will be repeated from year to year, whilst the 
Directory will be brought up to date as necessary. An additional feature of this sec-
tion is the maintenance of a record of water-wheel and other Power insttdlations in 
general industry, on which data are collected by the Bureau from every establishment 
in Canada. 

General 3[iiitvfactures.—There remains the large and complex field of general 
manufactures, in which little or no statistical work has been done in the past save by 
the decennial census or by intervening postal censuses like those of 190 and 1915. 
These statistics will now be collected annually. The problem consists first in securing 
the names of going concerns. Every known source is exploited for these—directories, 
gazetteers, commercial agencies, boards of trade, and nianulaeti.irers' associations. 
Among governmental departments, time Factories' lnspectioii Branches and \Vorkmen's 
Compensation Boards assist materially in this connection. Each concern is then 
circularized under the Statistics Act. (eetion 21). Some field work is necessary; t.hi 
is provided by a small staff of local agents. About ninety different forms are used-
one for each distinct group of industries; previous cetisuses of manufactures were 
taken on a single form, a procedure which made it impossible to call for specific data 
on such points as equipment. raw materials and pruclucts. It is now hoped to get mTh-
plete statistics for about four thousand named products. 

The office organization required for so extensive and intricate an inquiry has been 
given careful consideration. Each concern has been assigned its place in a classifica-
tion scheme that includes some 400 divisions. Each is card-catalogued and given all 
office number—by which alone it is known to the clerical staff, thus ensuring the secrecy 
of individual returns. There are nbout 40,000 names in the catalogñe. 

The above is an outline of the basic organization of the Industrial Census. It by 
no means represents the entire plan (which is still under the hand) or the several points 
of view from which the data are capable of analysis and publication. For example, a 
Census of Chemical Industries, including in the term not only the manufactures of 
chemicals but all concerns in which any of the processes used are essentially dependent 
upon the agencies of chemical change, is a feature introduced during the past year on 
the representations of the honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research. Au inquiry of this kind is necessarily of the nature of a cross-section of the 
work proper. The statistics bearing on labour conditions are also a special feature. 
Here (lelimrtation with the Department of Labour is being arrived at, the latter dealing 
with trade disputes, unemplyment, and rates of wages (as administrator of Govern-
ment Labour Exchanges and the legislation relating to fair wages and trade disputes), 
whereas the Bureau provides the general background of employment statistics (number 
and classification of employees, (lays worked, etc.) and the statistics of working class 
earnings (analysed). wage standards, hours worked by industrial establishments, etc. 

Time scheme of publication has been partly indicated in the foregoing. Air object 
of the Bureau has been to separate the statistics of the primary or extractive industries 
from those of secondary production wherever possible. Thus there will be reports on 
the fisheries, on forestry and on mines, as constituting, with agriculture, the primary 
industries aforesaid. In some eases the statistics of immediately related manufactures 
will he printed within the same cover for convenience of reference, but the differentia-
tion will be marked as clearly as possible. For example. the fisheries report will include 
the canneries, salteries, and other fish-preparing establishments, as well as the catch. 
In a similar way the mines report will cover contingent metallurgical operations. 
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Surveying the entire field of manufactures or secondary production will be a general or 
summary report.. There will of necessity be some repetitions of matter, but they will 
be few, and it broad review of production from end to cud, with the several divisions 
in sharp relief will be for the first time possible. The number of special reports that might 
grow out of such general organization from year to year will depend on circumstances.. 
The report on dairy factories already mentioned is essentially part of the subject of 
agriculture; other reports on flour and grist mills and on slaughtering and meat-pack-
ing establishments might be suggested as closely though not directly connected with the 
same basic industry. Closely associated with forestry operations are the series of 
reports oii luniber, lath and shingle mniwufactures, Co perage plants, pulp and paper 
mills, wood distilleries, and sash and door and planing iuuills already mentioned. Other 
special reports in preparation for 1917 covered agricultural implements, automobiles, 
musical instruments, textiles and leather, resl)ectirely. The report on central power 
plants and on the chemical industry previously described may also be included in this 
category. In point of fact the list is capable of indefinite enlargement according to 
demand. 

In each of the reports that have been mentioned a more or less uniform plan of 
presentation is followed; first the statistics in detail of goods produced and of raw 
materials consumed, are given; the agencies of production are theui taken up, namely, 
(1) capital and () employees, including under the former the land and buildings, 
machinery, materials on hand, and working capital," and, under the latter, details 
as to numbers, salaries. wages, working time, etc. The statistics of power employed, 
of fuel c(uusumptioui are also given, together with those of certain miscellaneous 
expenses, such as taxes, insurance, advertising, rent, royalties, etc. 

As remarked at the outset, the role of Canada for the next half century at least 
must be par excellence that of a producer. With a scheme of production statistics 
along the lines that have been in(liCntel, improving wit Ii time, it should be possible to 
keep in close touch with this governing factor in Canadian development. 

The (Jlassifieaeion I'roblem. 

p1'ol1eTfl met at the outset of organizing the Industrial Census was that of classi-
fication. It is a problem of many ramifications, re-appearing in several sections of the 
Bureau, but the general principles applied to it may be stated here. 

In the first instance, the industries have been brought together in a series of some 
four hundred groups, according to the chief article of production and prevalent trade 
custom. Thus, the "alluvial gold" and " nickel-copper " groups of mines; thus, the 
" lobster-canning" and " carriage and wagon " industric, vliieh include every concern 
carrying on the operation specified or manufacturing the articles mentioned as their 
leading activity. 

'l'his, however, goes but a short distance. A large number of establishmneuits manu-
facture more than one commodity. If, therefore, it is found that certain concerns 
listed in, say, the " agricultural implement group, manufacture also carriages and 
wagons as a second product, it is clear that the statistics of the "carriage and wagon " 
group proper are incomplete. By securing separate returns from as many sections of 
industry as can be segregated, even when united under the same management, the 
amount of error in such statements is reduced to a minimum. For the products them-
selves a careful drafting of forms by insuring comprehensive returns provides substan-
tial accuracy by means of cross-compilation. The forms of the Industrial Census 
include about 3,600 articles. 

The main classification problem, however, arises in the grouping of the commodi-
ties. Tiere the purpose is two-fold: first, to ensure the maximum of accuracy for any 
group-heading employed: and, second, to enable statistics of production to he readily 
collated and compared with the statistics of trade, prices, transportation, occupations, 
etc. 

1 0f-3 
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In the past, the groupings employed have not met these requirements This has 
been due largely to the fact that there has been no general appreciation of the princi-
ples which a system of grouping must follow in any section of the field if it is to avoid 
inconsistencies. To take an example—if a grouping system contains such headings as 
"leather" and "clothing" within the same category, accuracy becomes impossible, as 
an article like boots and shoes cannot be placed in the one without rendering the other 
defective. Concurrently, it becomes impossible to compare, say, the production of 

leather goods" or of " articles of clothing" with imports, prices, wages, etc., under 
the same headings, as the headings in question, if left to determination by different 
branches, are almost certain to have different significations. 

For the general discussion of the problem, the Bureau of Statistics organized in 
May, 1918, a committee consisting of Prof. W. C. Clark of Queen's University, chairman; 
Mr. Bryce M. Stewart, Department of Labour, and Mr. T. Norman Dean, Statistician 
of the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board. Toronto. Beginning with the problem 
of grouping the products of the Industrial Census, time committee in time course of its 
work got into touch with the several Dominion and Provincial Departments interested, 
and also with a similar counnittee appointed in the Ijnited States in 1917, consisting 
of representatives of the Census., time Labour 1)epar[nmemit, the Interstate Conminerce 
Commission, and the Workmen's Compensation Bureaus of New York and Massaehu• 
setts, who were engaged in a similar attempt to establish general principles of classifi-
cation for the United States. 

The broad conclusion reached by the Committee was that any grouping scheme for 
statistical lmrposes should adhere throughout to one of time three following principles, 
viz., the principle of grouping according to " chief component material " ; according to 

purpose"; or according to "source or origin" (time farm, the forest, the mimic. etc.). 
These principles should not be intermingled in any one scheme; for the presentation of 
details one of the principles (preferably time " chief component. umaterimil " principle) 
sho mid he iidi rpted and adhered to as far as possible, the remaining two classifications 
being used for the presentation of anmilyesaiui broad totals. By smeli a method " hoots 
simd shoes " would be shown in the detailed presentatiimi under "leather but would 
also be included in the general analytical totals of " clothing and among manufac-
lured products ultimately derived from the farm." Whilst the method cannot be 
applied with 1(10 per cent success, espeeially for comparative purposes (owing to the 
lnternii ugi iii mr of manufacturingr proecses. the arbitrary comimi not ions which occur in 
certain tariff items ueeesmmrily ineludeil in the trade elmissificat ion, as well as inherent 
distinctions in fbi' different points of view fr nm which the problem must be approaeh - d), 
it is felt that it eon effect a eonsiilci'ahilc increase in acdur;1ev over previous practices, 
and that by adopting it as it stamolord still further immirovemonts can lie worked out in 
time. A more detailed (lescriptinhi of its iptihication will he found in tIme next followin 
division, where the foreign trade elasifleation has been niade over in 1ee(irdmne(' with 
the mmcv met hod d mmmiii g I lie 1 )i St yin v. (Sic pages .S-4 0,) 

Division V.—Foreign Trade.—Imjorts and Emrports. 

For many years an anomalous sit nit in had existed in connect ion with the stmit is-
tics of imports and e.'qorts. The stiatistics originate in Customs administration, and 
from the earliest times the Customs Department had published an annual report deal-
ing with the " Trade and Navigation " of Canada. This, hiow'ever, did not fully satisfy 
a rapidly expanding commerce. end in 1 time newly orgaiiizc4 Department of Trade 
sud Commerce began a further series of reports, based on the Customs reports but 
furnishing adtlit.ionai analyses'mnci elmicidations from a trade point of view. The new 
matter consisted largely of (loumparative data on recent tradi' trends, "irious re-group-
ings of the trade statistical items, an,l an assembling of the statistics of Canthinn 
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trade by countries. In 181 95 the department also inaugurated a quarterly trade FepOit, 
which become a monthly in 1S99. Mcaitwliilc, the Customs I)epartineiit had hikewie 
put out a monthly, whilst in 1905, on the organization of the Census and t itistics 
Office, foreign trade statistics were included in the re-modelled Canada Year Book 
on a scale that constituted it third original treitnient.*  Thus, as it developed, three 
distinct deiiartment.al organizu t.ions were eiigiiged in the a inilysis and presenti tion of 
trade statistics: inquiries for trade itifurmatioji might he addressed to three official 
Sources in Canada and 11ieeiVe all iiiticpendeiit reply from each. 

In no other country has a similar metlIol beeii adptcd. Its disadvanteges will 
be patent. Not only was a considerable duplication in ctiunpilitioii work and printing 
involved (there was perhaps 40 per cent pure repetition as between the Customs and 
Trade and Commerce reports), but the final result was to give the statistics considered 
as a whole an illogical and confusing as well as very prolix arrangement, and to prt 
vent, by the dispersion of icsisitisihility, the alert and constructive direction which the 
subject requires. The rerney lay, of course, in the unification of the work, allowing 
the adoption of a single series of reports and a simple and intelligible plan of presen-
lation. At tempts to secure this from time to time failed through lack of oppurl iinit 
for investigation and discusion in the detail necessary. 

The fir4 definite step towards a solution was taken in 1916, wltvii uioler Order in 
Council of l)erember 6, the Statistical Branch of the Department of Trade and ('am-
merce was transferred to the Census and Statistics Office. This permitter) ca-ordina-
non in so fr as the more important analytical work connected with trade statistics 
was cuncerned. Towards the clearing up of the renlaining duplication betwii the 
reorganizeil ofilee uiuid the ('ustonis Depa rtunent, a comprehen i ye moniorand urn on 
trade statisti(ai reform and consolidation was first drawn up. This included a (ictailesi 
selienie for the enialgamuation of the two series of reports and the rearrangement of 
their matter, as well as a policy on such questions as trade classification, methods of 
collection and compilation, import and export valuations, etc. Out of the discussion 
which this received diuriuig the ensuing year were evolved the trade clauses in the 
Statistics Art,, 19113. which embody the solution finally arrived at.' 

The clauses of fIt e tat ist i (' 5 A c't, 191S,  boa vi tig on f iu'eigl i tra rio pro vi ik in u ffci t 
for a tlliunitatouu of fuiuetiio between the (tistonis Department and the Bureau oi 
Statistics. The precedent followed is that of countries where cujitral statistical offices 
exist, as in A ustralia and Cerniany. and t i a isser degree that of cotutitries where, as in 
the TTni  ted St rites, the Customs aud ('onlinerce Departments work in close co-operation. 
Tn brief, the Customs Department will carry out the collect ion and primary compilation 
of the data, whilst their analysis, interpretation and publication is left to the T3urean 
of Statjtic, the Act providing for the transfer of the necessary materials. 'rrncle 
statistics are thus reeoglm ized as being more than " by-1>renlutts " of Customs admin-
istration, but are placed uhcrc they not only receive the maXimulni of di rectioui from 
flie l)raeticll trade point of view but are linked with the general body of economic 
Statistics, fluore pert amilarly the statistics of priduetimm and internal t.rade—the Bureau 
of Statistics by periodical consultation meeting the iequiremcnts, both of the I)epart-
fluent of Trade auud (ounmeree (Commercial Intelligence Branch) as the department 
charged with tradi jroiuiut iii, the Dcpnrtmeumt of Finance as the department responsi-
ble for fiscal policy, and the I)epartmemut. of Customs as interested in the analysis of 
reveulmie returns—and correlating trade statistics with those of economic phenomena 
in general. 

Since the passing of the Act, the monthly Customs report has been discontinued, 
the monthly report of the Bureau on the Trade of Canada now being alone in the lield_ 
The annual report of the Customs Department under the Customs Act will be primarily 

Trade statistics occupied approximately one-half of the Canada Year Book of HIOS. The 
chief new analysts was a cassflcatlon of import items according to the Cuutoms cIasslflcatio 
of exporus. 
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an administrative sta'tement of revenues collected, all purely trade statistical analyses 
being relegated to the report on that subject by the Bureau of Statistics. Arrangements 
satisfactory to the two branches whereby the primary data are transferred monthly 
from the (ustonis Department to the Bureau, with a revise at the end of the year, have 
been concluded for confirmation, when finally tested, by Order in Council. 

Though the new organization is still in the formative stage. several improvements 
have already been placed in train. The format of the new series of reports, monthly 
and annual has been worked over. Iii future the annual (and definitive) report on 
trade statistics will be in three parts. The first will present the general statement for 
the year. The maui tables in this section will show the returns for each item of export 
and import by countries, both for the year and for the four years immediately preced-
ing, the object being to illustrate the current trend as well as the present volume of 
trade To these will be added two series of illustrative tables, the first broadly 
historical, showing the year in its general setting back to Confederation, and the second 
consisting of tables analytical of current trade items from various points of view. 
There will be ten of the historical tables and fifteen of the current analyses in the 
report of the current year, but this of course will vary as new data permit and new 
needs are uncovered. To the whole will be added a statement of imports and exports 
at values of a standard year by way of laying bare the real elements in trade fluictua-
tions. (An index iiumber of import and export valuations will be maintained in the 
Prices Section of the Internal Trade Division of the Bureau, as described on page 44.) 
In Part II the Trade of Canada with each country in turn will be re-assembled, whilst 
in Ptit III a resumé of the trade statistics of other countries will be made for the use 
largely of ('anadian producers and exporters—especially necessary in the altered con-
ditions that will follow the war. (Parts II and III will be issued in a series of 
pamphlets on the several countries, for convenience and economy in distribution.) 
The monthly reports will follow Part I above, but on a restricted scale. The Year 
Book treatment will be that of an " abstract" of Part I. 

Greater promptness in the issue of reports is being provided. The data from the 
Customs Department are received on the 18th of the month following that to which 
they relate. This enables a stencil summary of the more important items to be issued 
on the 23rd to leading newspapers and trading concerns, whilst the final report goes 
to the printer on the 25th. The issue of the final annual statistics by the calendar 
year is under consideration. 

Trade C7a.sifieation..—Coinci4entally with the above, a reform of considerable 
importance in connection with trade classification—the basic feature in Ony system 
of trade statistics—has been carried into effect. The general prineiples on which the 
dassifeation of commodities is made in the Bureau for purposes of statistical analysis, 
has been briefly discussed in connection with the industrial Census (see preceding 
section). The problem of trade statistical elassication falls into two parts: (1) the 
items, and (2.) the grouping of the items. With regard to the items, the starting 
point is, of course, the customs tariff, which designates over seven hundred articles. 
These, by subdivision from time to time, had been increased to some 1,690 items. Simul-
taneously exports items to the number of 430 had been originated. The whole, how-
ever, had been without systematic revision for many years and the first duty  was the 
preparation of a memorandum of suggested changes and additions, based on the 
experience of the Bureau in answering trade inquiries, on the results of the Tndus-
trial Census and oil the classifications of other countries; the views of the larger trad-
ing and producing concerns were alse obtoined. This momwandum was submitted 
to the Customs Department for discussion, and after conferences in which the views 
of the Department of Finance were also obtained the number of import items was 
extended to 1763 and that of exports to !S21. Much benefit was derived in this con-
nection from an exchange of views with the rnited States Bureau of Commerce which 
likewise bad the subject of trace el.as.ification uncls'r revision during the year. 
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In the matter of grouping, not only was the previous syste-ill without consistent 
principle which would enable it to be collated with other statistics, but diffcreiu'cs 
existed as between free and dutiable imports and as beveeu imports as a whole and 
exports. In revising the scheme accordingly, the plan already described in contact ion 
with the Industrial Ccn-'us was applied whereby three separate classification.s are 
made, namely, according to chief component material," according to purpose," and 
according to ' source or origin." In the main taliles of presentation, in which alone 
all items are included, the latter are grouped on the " chief eoiiipoilCflt mmtem'imil " 
principle, except that minor purpose groupings are introduced where they do not eon-
flict. At the same time complete schemes of purpose md source classification are 
worked out, but are published only for the broader heimding.s and for such others as 
have l:iecii found to be in frequent requisition. The main headings of the two chief 
grouping schemes are as follows:- 

Classiflcatioa by ('life! Component Mute1io1- 
1. Vegetable products (except wood, fibres and chemicals). 

(65 sub-groups.) 
2. AnImals and their products (except fibres and chemicals). 

(30 sub-groups.) 
5. Fibres. Textiles and Textile ioducts. 

(45 sub-groups.) 
I. Wood, wood products and paper. 

(31 sub-groups.) 
5. Iron and Its products. 

(41 sub-groups.) 
5. Non-ferrous metals and their products. 

(14 sub-groups.) 
Non-metallic minerals and their products. 

(34 sub-groups.) 
S. Chemical and allied products. 

(47 sub-groups.) 
0. All other commodities. 

(lii sub-groups.) 

classz/i cat iou aceordi?t$J to Purpose- 
I .Abraslves. 
2. Adhesives. 
3. Arms. Military Equipment and Explosives. 

(5 sub-groups.) 
4. Beverages and Infusions. 

(11 suit-groups.) 
1. BookS, Stationery anti Educational Supplies 

(S sub-groups.) 
6. Clothing. 

(13 sub-groups.) 
T. Containers. Wrapping and Packing Materials. 

(ii sub-groups.) 
5. Drugs. lltdical and Dental Equipment and Supplies. 

(Ii sub-groups.) 
9. Foods. 

(IS sub-groups.) 
II). Household 1Iqtiipment. 

12 sub-grouPs.) 
11. md ustrial Equipment. 

25 sub-groups.) 
12.JewellerY and Timepieces. 
13. Light, Heat and Power; Equipment and Supplies. 

(Ii sub-groups.) 
44. Proclut'ers' Materials. 

11 sub-groups.) 
Recreation Equipment and Supplies. 

((; sub-groups.) 
Soaps. Perfumery and Cosmetics. 

(2 sub-groups.) 
Telegraph and Telephone. 

18, Tobacco. 
19. Vehicles. 

(5 sub-groups.) 
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As already reniarked, it is impossible, because of inconsistencies in the items, to 
apply literally and absolutely a system like the above. It represents, however, the 
maximum of accuracy obtainable, and by the degree to which it facilitates analysis and 
comparisons with other statistical fields is thought to repay the additional labour which 
it involves. Arrangements will be made to review the scheme thoroughly each year in 
conference with the Department of Customs, the Department of Trade and Commerce 
(Commercial Intelligence Branch), and the Department of Finance. 

Division VI.—Transportation and Communications. 

Geography has made transportation one of the greatest of Canadian national prob-
lems. The canal and railway systems were already extensive in the fifties, and it is 
sigiiifieent that it was a railway that set the seal to Confederation. With the opening 
of the West, the relative importance of the railway has been multiplied. To-day the 
largest single employer of labour in Canada is a railway corporation, and Canada leads 
the world in the proportion of railway mileage to population. 

As early as 1875 provision was made for the collection of railway statistics, by the 
"Railway Statistics Act" of that year. The Act was originally administered by the 
Department. of Public Works, but was later on incorporated in the Railway Act, and 
with the establishment of the Department of Railways and Canals (1870), passed 
under the latter's jurisdiction. In colirse of time, statistics of express, telegraph, and 
telephone companies were added. For water transportation, however, no similar pro-
vision was made. The Customs Department maintains a yearly record of the total 
tonnages arriving at and clearing from Canadian ports, whilst the Department of 
Marine issues an annual list of the vessels of Canadian registry, but no statistics 
corresponding to those of transportation by land have been available. 

On the consolidation of statistical legislation in the Statistics Act, 1918, the 
clauses of the Railway Act representing the original Railway Statistics Act were, by 
consent of the Department of Railways and Canals, incorporated in the new measure, 
with certain additions and improvements, the most important of which brought water 
carriers into the scheme on the same basis as carriers by land. It has been subsuently 
arranged that the similar inquisitorial powers vested, under the Railway Act, in the 
Board of Railway Commissioners (as the body charged with railway regulation in 
Canada) should be administered in so far as general statistical niaterials are concerned 
through the Dominion Statistician, thus permitting the complete consolidation, of the 
statistical work connected with transportation. 

The first step taken by the Bureau under the transportation sections of the Statis-
tics Act in 1918 was the inauguration of a system of water transportation statistics, 
wInch, as previously remarked, had never hitherto been comprehensively organized. 
The plan adopted for the first year's operations, which are regarded as tentative, was 
riefly as follows: (1) Using the lists of the I)epart.mellt of Marine as a basis, a report 

for each vessel of Canadian registry will first be ol)taiued, covering such details as 
Construction, size, value, rig, route, freightt and passengers carried, etc.; () Oornple-
mentary to this, a report from every Canadian ship owner or company will he obtained 
on such point.s as, vessels operated and their registry, assets and liiibil1ti9, revenue 
and operating expenses, Profit and loss account, etc. The, results of those two 
inquiries, carefully co-ortlinated, will furnish the statistics of Canadian registered 
shipping, whether operated in Canadian waters or elsewhere, and of all shipping 
interests located in Canada, (3) There remains to record the extent to which vessels 
of foreign registry and not of Canadian ownership are engaged in Canadian traffic, 
and the leading details thereof. Undei• the Statistics Act (sections 22 and l), the 
Customs Department supplies annually to the Bureau of Statistics a record showing 
the number of vessels touching at Canadian ports, their regktry, rig, tonnage, etc., 
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chissilied as sea-going and coasting. This return gives cumulative totals only, 
counting each boat every time it enters or clears any port, and is of value chiefly 
for broad measurements. For the purpose just outlined, and as a check against 
(1) and () above, a further report will be obtained annually from the Customs col-
lector of each port listing once only the uRine, registry, rig, etc., of each vessel that 
enters or dears, such list to be made the basis of further inquiry as indicated. Should 
the shipping situation at any time become abnormal the extension of this report to a 
monthly basis would at once provido information essential to the determination of 
policy. (4) Canal statistics will be enlarged, placed on the same bisi5 as the other 
sections, and worked into the general treatment. (5) Water-borne traffic will be 
covered as a part of the arrangement described under the heading of Internal Trade 
(Division VII). 

The second step in the reorganization of transportation statistics under the 
Statistics Act was the transfer of the work •f the Railway Statistics Branch of the 
l)cpartment of Railways and Canals to the Bureau, and its incorporation in the 
latter's Trniisportntiori Division. This was still pending at the chose of the year, but 
an outli ic or its sjgni licence iiiay be given. The objects of the transfer were tIVOfi)l(l. 
In the first place, duplication and overlapping, as well as variations in sttititi&'l 
method, had ariseii between the work of the branch in railway, telegraph and telephone 
statistics an(I that of the Industrial Census. The latter covers the manufacturing 
operations of transportation companies (locomotive and car building and repairing, 
electric power installation and production, ship-building, etc.) as well as the construc-
tion and mci ntenanco operations of railway, telegraph and telephone companies, but 
the figurca cannot at present be co-ordiiiated with those of the Railway Branch. There 
was overlapping also in the traffic statisticS of the Bureau and the branch; and the 
organization of the Bureau's work on muiiicipal statistics opened up prospects of still 
further conflict. No totals of land and water transportation were feasible. The statis-
tics of transportation, in point of fact, should be an integral part of the general 
soheme of economic statistics and should follow common methods in treating such 
subjects as ea1)itnl, labour, raw materials, etc. Tn the second place, the statistics of 
the branch had nnt been nigaimized on a suThcieimtly detailed scale to serve certain needs 
of the Board of Railway Commissioners; especially were additional data required on 
the suiject of cost units, so ('ssClltial to the work of rato-regmilation, and covering also 
the  emigilc'ciing (epiipiiient) and traffic espe.ct4 by which railway building policy is 
so largely di i'ectp(l. Summing up, there was need of correcting the isolation of the 
existing records from the gemmeral body of statistics, and at time saimmn t inn' of increasing 
if possible the closemiess of their relation to practical transportation 1mroblemmis. \%mtli 
these objects in view, a comprehensive reorganization was undertaken at the end of 
the year, simultaneously with the transfer of the branch, by the Board of Railway 
Commissioners and the Bureau in collaboration. It IS the intention by means of this 
reorganizatioli to set iii IIII)tiOn with the year 1920 a scheme of transportation statistics 
more definitely adapted to the needs of the Board and at the same timime in UfliSOfl with 
the general statistical organization on which the Bureau is working. The Division 
will keep in ti nul i wit hi pr vi ncial dope rt mmmcl its having Jlmr i SI jet ion in t railsport at i Il. 
etc., such as the Ontario Municipal anl flnihway Bard. the Manitola and Saskat-
chewan T.'lcphmonn Departments, etc. 

Division VII.—Internal Trade. 

In a country so extensive and diversified a Canada, internal trade calls uirgelithy 
for study. It is an exceedingl y  complex uljec't. Broadly, internal trade includes 
every purchase end sah withiim the country. Ordinarily, however, the term is limited 
to the movements of the commoner eommsumptmn-gods between section and section, 
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or to and from the large distributing centres, i.e., wholesale as distinguished from 
retail marketing. Even thus narrowed, the field remains an immense one, and perhaps 
a still less inclusive interpretation is necessary before statistical treatment becomes 
possible. Economically, the Dominion falls into four main areas; (1) the Mont me 
Provinces, (2) the manufacturing and agricultural regions of the St. Lawrence basin, 
(3) the grain lands of the prairies, and (4) the Pacific slope. The inter-relations of 
these constitRte a problem with which the future of Canada is largely concerned, and 
much will be accomplished if they can be measured by statistics. If, in addition, 
interprovincial iovements can be recorded, it will be all to the better. 

The Statistical Commission of 1912 gave the subject of Internal Trade Statistics 
considerable attention, and various expedients for measuring it were discussed and dis-
missed. In the end, the commission advocated, by way of beginning, " selecting a list 
of the more important articles and obtaining statistics as to their movement from pro-
ducers. transportation companies and such other authorities as might be able to furnish 
them." The commission agreed that the broad statistics of trade between the economic 
areas of Canada above defined were desirable, but it offered no definite suggestion 
towards obtaining them. 

More exhaustive consideration than was possible by the commission was devoted 
to this problem by the Bureau during 1910) and 1917. The establishment of coinprehen-
sive annual statistics of production through the Industrial Census and the reform of 
the foreign trade classification assisted in pointing the way. As soon as a definite plan 
of action was outlined, a Chief of the Division was appointed, in 1917, and the work 
has since taken form as rapidly as war conditions would allow. Certain channels 
available in peace were closed when the energies of business coucetns were absorbed by 
the war; at the same time others were opened, and by co-operating with the war com-
missions, it was found possible at once to perform war-time service and lay the founda-
tions fer permanent work. While this program may not have built up as comprehen-
sive results as might have been att4uned in normal times, it has given an opportunity 
for more intensive studies in certain directions titan would otherwise have been 
practicable. 

In general, it has been decided iv the Bureau to work in two main directions, first, 
n in a general way through traffic returs from transportation com[11iies, under the trans-

portation sections of the Statistics Act, and second, in the way recommended by the 
commission, l)Ut in Co-operation With executive branches of the Government (I)ominion 
and Provincial) that already follow the marketing of specific commodities rather closely, 
rounding out and supplementing these data from the traffic returns aforesaid and other-
wise. Attached to these market statistics will be a subdivision of the Bureau on I'riees. 
More detailed explanation of the scope of the work in its different phases is as 
follows :- 

(1) Traffic l?ciurns.—Fnr the broad measurcnicitt of trade between differcfit areas 
in Canada, it is proposed to secure a summarized monthly return from transportation 
companies of goads delivered and received for shipment within each of the nine prov-
inces, a supplementary statement showing the receipts and shipments at each of the 
fifteen largest centres, and occasional reports, as market conditions demand, of ship-
ments of specific articles out of the smaller producing areas (as of fruit from time 
Niagara peninsula). Thus it will be possii)le to show not only the amount of goods 
originating in each province, but also, by taking time differenee between receipts and 
forwardings, the net amount of such goods contributed or consumed by each province 
and larger city. Were it feasible to rewire as detailed a classification of commnoditie-s 
as that employed for Customs entries, data for the provinces and cities coiiiparable 
to the statistics of exports and imports would he available. Practical difficulties, 
neeessit4lte a much simpler classification, but at least the more important commodities 
may be covered, 
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(2) The marketing branches with which the Bureau is already collaborating as 
above outlined iii the second division of the work—whieh is an' inteiisi ye and corn-
plementary aspect of the first—are as below:- 

Grain Cornntission.—The operations of the Board of Grain Commis-
sioners, especially in the western inspection division, reveal the main currents 
in the movement of grain within Canada. The statistics of the Commission will 
be amplified froni other sources so as to include the entire grain " pool 0  both 
1-:ist and \Vest and the flow both in and out. This, checked against production 
and exports and imports, will complete the annual statistical account of Canada's 
most important product. In addition to this record, weekly data are collected 
and published showing the visible supply of all grains at all the large elevators 
and the weekly movements in and out of the terminals and other grain markets. 

Live &ocic and Veterinary Director General's Branches.—The Live 
Stock Branch of the Department of Agriculture already maintains a record of 
live stock arrivals at leading markets. Data collected by the Veterinary 
i)irector General incidental to tho administration of the Meat and Canned 
Foods 1nsietion Act, and extracted by the Bureau from oThciai reports there-
under form a valuable supplement. Linked with the production figures of the 
agricultural and industrial census divisions, these will bring the live stock 
industry under comprehensive statistical review. 

Fruit. Fiah and Dairy Brich.es.—The marketing reports of the Fruit 
l)ivision, Department of Agriculture, enlarged through the general traffic 
returns of the Bureau, will effect a similar treatment for the fruit industry, 
whilst Fish can be similarly handled in co-operation with the Fisheries Branch 
now engaged in a campaign for increasing the consumption of Canadian fresh 
fish. The visible supplies of produce in cold storage plants is recorded in co-
operation with the l)airy Branch. 

Food and Fuel Control—The statistical work for the Canada Food 
Board and for the Fuel Controller was carried out in the Bureau of Statistics. 
TIme flmt permitted the publication of sonic imitoresting monthly data on the 
movements of gonal produce. Vnder direction of the Fuel (ojitroller, the 
movements of coal were still more closely followed, and the first exhaustive 
report on the Canadian coal trade was issued in April, 1019. This work will 
be continued though in less detail than was necessary whilst the food and fuel 
situation was acute. 

(3) Prices Statistics.—Tntiniately associated with internal trade is the subject of 
prices—market records almost invariably md u4li ng prices. The Bureau will handle 
the latter in considerable detail, its general activities placing it in a position of execp-
tional advinitago to do so and a section within the Internal Trade Division being 
wholly devoted to the task. The range covered by this subdivision is as follows:- 

(a) Producers' Prices—Tlie annual Census of Production collects a large 
mass of producers' price_s. Through the staff of agricultural correspondents 
(6,000 in number), the prices at which the farmers (1151)450 of their grain 
throughout Canada is ascertained: similarly for the various fishmimig distriCtS 
(nIiut 400 in miunibcr), the prices at which fishermen dispose of their catch and 
of domestically prepared fish nre recorded. Each dairy factory records the 
price received for butter mind cheese. For a number of miunifactured articles 
also the Cemisus vi44(13 a record of selling values. Time Prices Sectioii will bring 
all under review and will iuronle Lv i ndepeiidimit inquiry what nddi t inmial mat-
ter may be necessary. 
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Wholesale and Jobbcr.s Prjces.—..4 considerable mass of the prices rul-
ing in the more important wholesale centres are collected incidentally to the 
arrangements with the Grain Commission, Live Stock Branch, etc., described 
above. For instance, in grains the daily high and low of the various grades 
marketed in Fort William and elsewhere are compiled; data for animals, meats. 
canned foods and fruit are similarly obtainable. For several years post, an 
excellent series of \Vliolesale l'rice Statistics has been issued by the Depart-
ment of Labour; the statistics, however, are of limited scope, having been 
framed originally for the purpose of throwing light on variations in the cost of 
living rather tilmin ott trade niovenients. EVCII in this less comprehensive fonmi. 
however, it has been reeognize(l that the record takes the Department out of the 
sphere of its primary administrative i ll teres ts* \Vitli the completion of the 
Bureau's organization accordingly, the Wholesale Prices records of the Labour 
Department will be merged therein. 

Import and Export Valuafions.—An index number of the valuations at 
which the leading imports and exports of Canada are entered b y  the Customs 
Department will be maintained as a cheek and sidelight on producers' and 
vliolosale prices. 

Farm.ers' Ma.rkets.—A weekly record of prices ruling on farmers' 
markets throughout Canada will be maintained. 

Prices of " Services."—Freight and telephone rates will be recorded and 
analyzed through the Transportation Division, whilst water rates, gas and elec-
tric light rates, etc., will be obtained in collaboration with the nititual indus-
trial census. A barometer of property tax rates will eventually be afforded 
through the intinicipui statisties division. An index number of wages here 
-regarded as the price of labour will be worked out in collaboration with the 
Department of Labour. 

(1) Prices of Securities.—'fhe fluctuations of stocks and bod5 are being 
recorded weekly for the light thrown on conditiomis of credit, which apart fromim 
its intrinsic interest is frequently an influence profoundly affecting commodity 
prices. Fluctuations in rates of interest, which are closely associated with 
security prices, will also be mea.ured. The first report of the Bureau in this 
connection, covering the past five years, will be issued in 1010. 

(g) Re foil Prices.—The Bureau trenches on Retail Prices in its record of 
farmers' markets above. The main work on retail prices, however, has been 
tinne by the Department of Labour in the connection above explained, a monthly 
record of the retail prices of some thirty staple commodities being obtained 
from the correspondents of the Department stationed in the leading centres of 
population. In addition, records of retail prices are also being collected by the 
Bureau from the retail trade direct for purposes of cheek, thus bringing the 
Labour Deportment record within the purview of the general scheme of statis-
tics covering the entire range of prices. In the Population ("ensits, the aspect 
of rentals will be covered along somewhat the same lines as in Australia. In 
addition, the Department of Labour will make intensive studies from time to 
time in particular localities where important issues are involved or where the 
geiteral scheme of statistics is inapplicable. 

As already remarked, internal trade offers an almost unlimited field for ttis-
tical investigation. It is thought that the work mapped out as above will yield some 
useful general measurements as well as intensive studies of the more important corn- 

* See 'Who1esa1e Priee. 1914. Jteport by the Department of Labour, foot-note, page 2. 
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111"dities—the whole eatable of expuiisioii jis experleilca may dictate. Among further 
bllpgOSti011s that have been urged upon the Bureau is one for a periodical census of 
whi ks ile a 11i rota it trading coi iceri is. 

Division VIII. Finance. 

A diViiii I, 11114I0t organization for the eo-oriliiatioii iiiid eiilatgeiuent of tiLe 
statistics of tiii:inue. The ubject falls into (a) publie and (b) private imaitce. 

The 131.11`0411t will work along the following Iiiie 

!Th,nbi 	and i'roriicial Fina.,cc.—The public accounts of the Dominion and of 
the pri vinces ire the outstanding 41ocunients of C. inaiaii public fiuiniiee. As issued, 
they fu 11oiv forms and arrangements diet.n ted primarily by the reitui retnents of the 
several (iovertinie.nts and varying considerably from each other. Even where termin-
ology is the salllic, connutatii)ii is freiuently d i ffcroii t.* The Domitiioti nccOtliits are 
necessarily t a large thgree SUi tJca.crs. it is very important, however, iii the case 
of the provincial accounts to be able to iiiake clear and accurate totals fur the Deinin-
ion, as well as clear and accurate c mp.iris us between the proviuices, of the leading 
i tells of reveti 110 *i ad expciid i tore. For exa uiiple, the revenues thrived from SUCCCSsi(ji 
duties, taxation of corporations, StIles of public lands, royalties on forest, mineral and 
fisheries prodnct, etc., should he correlated, its well as the expenditures on such items 
as agrculturc, e.ltteatieti. public works, etc. The Bureau will institute such correla-
tion by apr],vi1ig at nniforiii schedule to the several series of accounts. A preliminary 
tuinlysis of the kind co"r9I rug the past three years has been already cotillileted. 

3Iu,ucpai •Iu ist ir,s.—Stat istics of utiutu tipal ad tutu iiistratiuii are required to com-
plete t lie scheme of public finaitee ; iii uiuuiiiy pull ic u't ivit ics (as for example education) 
the mullicil)abty plays the major lUI't. The problem is the sante in kind as above, only 
larger and mere ciipl icated. Six provinces publish municipal statistics, and five have 
Departments of Municipal Affairs. There is, however, little or no unifrmilv in sttis-
tiesi method, not only as between provinces, but often as between hUll icil)llllti'S in 
the same provinve. The lnion of ('urnadirru Municipalities hrtts devoted specie] rI.ten-
tioii to this quest iiu and to the undu'l,viiig priblein (f itniloriti tiiuIiici,al accounting. 
In response to representations from the union and from the Municipal Iiurproven -ient 
League of Caila. the Bitretu has submitted a scheme of statistical C-opera tioji to the 
several Provincial Alunicipal Dpartiureiuts. The main suggestion put forward was the 
adoption of uniforin statistical ahmniiiistrat ion by the provinces, the Bureau to act as 
clearing house for the resulting data. Such a plan, however, rolls for a vast amount of 
prliniitirii'y diswtissioii 011(1 (rrgaIIi7.ation. Pending its adoption, it Was sllgr.restp(1 that 
she Bureau iruight itoleputricuttly collect sttisl.ics for a fuxed group of municipalities, 
say, those of it .Oi 10 populati in and over, aecirding to schedules and nir'thrr<ls of coumpil-
at ii in approved by the pr ivilices. nail capable of being made the basis in time.of the 
broader scheme. 

(',rrreacrj and Ben1inq.—Passing to the subject of private finance, banking occu-
pies the iitcst unportant sul.u.livision. It is so intimately connected with currency that 
the two are best treated in conjunction. The monthly bank statement issued by the 
Depart meat of Finance, on a form prescribed by Par] ifliliclit, kee1s record of the ()j)OI'fl-
tions of the c'hartered hiariks. The statistics of Dmijirin note issues and of the 

For inst.n.". certain provinces charge (lit,- enirre exuenditures on agricultuma! colleges 
to " Agrlculturs' others Include only administration OXPCfiSPS under that heading, charging 
hu liii ngr, ma I rut emit flee of grou rids el' to " Puldle Works.'' Expert it U res on hospitals, char- 
liable InstitutIons and correction schools are In nt provInce dealt with under the Item 	['ubtic 
Work'.... In another under the item 	Provincial Secretary" and In another tinder the item 

Attorney General." whilst a tourth divides them between all three. 
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reserves held against them, as well as of gold, silver, and bronze coinages are publi4ted 
annually by the same department. The relations, however, of the currency and banking 
systems of Canada inter se and with the corresponding systems of the United states 
are somewhat unique, and though the above treatment lurimislics the basic statistics, 
there is opportunity for analysis and interpretation for the use of those less familiar 
with the details of financial mechanism. This is supplied in an annual review of the 
currency and banking statistics of Canada which is published in the Canada Year l3ook, 
in which the figures above mentioned are re-ramped, chiefly in the form of monthly 
averages, (except where this would deprive them of significance) and the necessary 
descriptive and historical matter added. 

Loan and Trust Coenpanics.—Next to the banks, the most important financial 
institutions are the loan and trust companies, whose business is largely conducted on 
the security of real estate. The Department of Finance issues licenses to such com-
panies, as well as to building societies, and publishes an annual report of their proceed-
ings, in atldition, however, a number of companies operate under provincial charters. 
It is proposed to issue a summary statement by provinces in the Canada Year Book 
which will include both l)ominion and provincial licensed companies. This will involve, 
as a preliminary step, the adoption of uniformity in the dat a collected by the different 
licensing departments. 

In.surancE'.—Insurauce is a very important subdivision of private finance. The 
Dominion Department of Insurance issues statistics of insurance in two volumes 
(volume I on fire insurance companies, etc.: volume II on life insurance companies) 
an abstract being published in anticipation of the final returns. Most of the insurance 
business of Canada is conducted by companies licensed by the Dominion Government. 
jurisdiction, however, is also exercised by the Provincial Governments (five of the 
provinces having insurance departments), and companies operating imcler Dominion 
license must comply with provincial laws where such exist .As each department. 
Dominion and Provincial, reports only concerning its own licensees, and as the statistics 
are prepared from different schedules and do not always cover the same details, it 
follows that the insurance statistics of Canada are incomplete and are incapable under 
existing conditions of being more than approximately estimated. The procedure con-
templated for remedying these conditions is the same as in the ease of loan companies 
above. The same remarks apply to the statistics of Friendly Societies. 

Wealth, TlIcopme, Debt, and Taxation.—We now pass into a much wider and less 
clearly defined domain. A project of the Bureau which involves a comprehensive 
viCWj)Oullt and trenches on both public and private finance, is the co-ordination of the 
statistics bearing on wealth and income on the one hand, and on debt and taxation on 
the other. Mndel exist in the excellent work of the census offices of Australia and the 
TTnitc'd States. On the wealth rind income of Canada, various divisions of the Bureau 
can ttlrea'ly be made to yield considerable information by the so-called C  inventory" 
me thn d.* The recent institution of a direct tax on business and other incomes opens the 
way, with proper organization for co-ordination in such matters a schethiles, classifi-
cation and compilation, to extensive supplementary and corroborrttive data. Statis-
tics of ordinary taxation will form a part of the scheme for improved statistics of 
ubhie finance above proposed. So likewise will the statistics of public debt. Private 

indebtedness is a large subject, partly provided for in the preceding (banking, loan 
and trust companies, etc.). On general mortgage indebtediiess light could he thrown 

• Several methods are employed in estimating the national wealth of a country. The two 
most common are the so-called inventory" method, which consists of totalling the amounts 
known through the Census and other Inquiries to be invested in agriculture, manufactures, 
welliagB, etc., etc.; and the method of working back through Income tax returns to the capital 

from which the income is derived. A third method is the estimation of wealth from probate 
returns. Still another, termed the "Census" method, is based on a canvass of the individual. 
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only by a considerable initial mvestigntion in registry offices and the iiistituting of 
changes in the method of reporting by registrars. 

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that for many aspects of finance, the statistics 
must of necessity accrue indirectly. There is for example the problem of throwing 
light on the state of credit and its expansion and contract jim. The statistics of secu-
rity prices and of interest and exchange rates (collected in the prices section of the 
Internal Trade Division as already described), together with the accoinpahlying records 
of stock exchange transactions, reflect the condition of the money market and of the 
prevailing state of credit rather closely. Similarly, the statistics of commercial 
failures, apart from their immediate purpose, are of value as reflecting business con-
fidence—an important factor in credit. Under the Bankruptcy Act, passed at the 1919 
session of Parliament, a report covering the more important details of each commer-
cial failure must be made to the Dominion Statistician, Another feature which 
in a "new" country like Canada is frequently of far-reaching influence on the 
general financial situation is the scale of capital importations. Certain Canadian 
bond houses and other private investigators have maintained valuable records in 
this connection, but there has been no official attempt UI)  to the present to measure 
Canadian borrowings abroad. A means to the same end, it may be pointed out, is the 
interpretation of the trade balance, i.e., the investigation of the " invisible" items 
contained in the import and export stn ti sti es .* This at present involves an overwhelm-
ing amount of estimate, and doubtless must nlways remain obscure; nevertheless the 
need should be kept in mind and every effort made to increase the helpfulness of 
oflu'iiil statistics. 

Division IX.- -Administration of Justice. 

The collection and publication of Criminal Statistics was authorized by special 
Act as early as 176 (" An Act to make prevision for the collection and registration of 
the Criminal Statistics of Canada," 39 Vic., c. 13). Originally administered by the 
Department of Agriculture, the Act is now incorporated in the Statistics Act. Under 
it, a direct return is received annually by the Bureau from every court or tribunal 
administering criminal justice; these returns were originally supplemented in the ease 
of the remoter districts of the West by reports from the Royal W.W. Mounted Police. 
The statistics as published show for each judicial district (118 in number) (1) the 

Among these items are: 

E.eporfs. 
(1) Payments of interest and sinking fund sent abroad. 
(2) Payments of dividends on Canadian securities hold abroad. 
(3) Remittances of immigrant residents. 
(4) Expenditures of Canadians abroad (including in recent years expenditures on 

the Canadian expeditionary forces). 
(.5) The export of capital which accompanies emigration. 

Payments to foreign insurance companies. 
Payments to foreign ships and railroads engaged in the handling of goods for 

Canada. 
(5) Canadian capital sent abroad for investment. 

IIflpOrt8. 

Capital brought into the country by immigrants, Including Chinese head tax. 
Earnings on Canadian capital Invested in other countries (including call loans 

in New York). 
Expenditures in Canada of travellers from other countries. 
Remittances to Canada by friends of residents. 
Insurance payments to Canada. 
Earnings of Canadian ships engaged In foreign commerce. 
CanadIan borrowings abroad. 
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iin.jictahlc and (2) the non-indictable otleitces that have been committed, analysed to 
indicate the nature of the offence, the age, sex. oeeupntion, civil condition, l)irthplace, 
etc., of the convicted and the sentences imposed. The Act also provides for the 
collection of the statistics of peisitentiaries, prisons, reformatories, and jails as corn-
plemetitary to the above. Statistics of pardons are obtained through the Department 
of the Secretary of State, and the record is thus rendered comprehensive. 

It is the intention to organize the statistics of civil justice so as to show at least 
the broader tendencies of litigation. The Canada Year Book will provide a vehicle 
for their publication. 

Division X.—Ethication. 

This division was under organization at the end of the year, and only an outline 
may be given of its purpose. The need of the fullest possible information ott a 
problem of such national imilort ance is obvious and has been ciaphitsizeil by the war .* 
The well-known Federal Bureau of Education of the United States, it may he recalled, 
devoted its first activities to the systematizing of the statistics of State education, its 
amival reports appearing in two series of which the tirst is purely statistical. In 
Canada, there is urgent need for similar foundational investigation. The Provincial 
educational systems, which control elententai'y education, have developed independently 
of each other, and considerable differences in structure and method have been the 
result. For example there are differences between Province and Province in the 
school year; the distinction between elementary and secondary schools is not sharply 
drawn in all the provinces; and on a multitude of points both in eletnen-
tary and in nornial and model schools, such as the recording of the age, sex, etc., of 
pupils and teachers, the grading of iwiiils, the description of school accommodation, 
marked differences in method exist. Moreover, private schools and higher education 
lie bevuiid provincial departmeittal statistics. The decennial census in the past, in 
addition to the usual quest-ions regarding literacy and language, devoted rubrics to 
school attenclimnee, the cost of higher education, the value of school buildings, etc., with 
the object of affording a general and uitiforni view of these phenomena. But for 
certain of these inquiries the machinery of the Census is not well adapted, and there 
has been a distinct lack of relation i,etsveen D&imiiiion and Provincial atatisties. In 
the year 101G. the Bureau assembled, for lflhllhicatlofl in the Caiitda Year Book and 
for reprint as a separate brochure, itS complete statistics of Canadian education in 
comparative and summary form as tile available materials permitted, but the results 
tended primarily to emphasize the blanks and discrepancies that must prevail under 
existing Coilditions. 

An interesting side light on the economic importance of education in view of 1irOl,eln8 created by the lvar has been thrown by Professor Cuilniore of Toi'onlo tlliVClS1tv. Using Ulilteil 
States scatislil's as basis, Professor Cudmore notes that S S per cont of the nItiona; 11(01110 is 
represented by economic rent, 16-8 per Cent by interest. 469 per cent by wages, aol 275 per 
cent by profits. in other words, rent and Interest (which may be designated as property 
income ") make up 25 per cent of the total, whereas wages and the return to organizing ability 
known as profit (which may be designated as "service income") make up the remainder, or 
no less than 75 per cent. if the rapid and effective increase of the II itiollill income li-± desired. 
the field which offers time largest scope is therefore ' service income," or the the ri-turn made 
to personal efik'i ency. And personal efficiency can be finS t eiTect i vol v I nero:) Sod by 0d m('a 1011-
that is, by giving to every child in the country, first of all, a reasonably good general colIc - anon, 
and supplementing this by a specialized training in the 'oca.tioii for which the ('110:1 is beSt 
fitted. Professor rudmore adds:'' Property income ' cannot he incri.asi'cl with anylicinc like 
the same speed as ' service income.' it In the main originates in surplus income converted Into 
capital, but what that surplus income Is or whether there is a surplus at all depend- mainly 
upon the pormilnal effilency of those who receive it. ' Property income.' in other words, is 
derivative, arising chiefly out of the service income • of the past. if we desire as we must, to 
increase the real income of the people (as distinguished from niere money inl'o1l ) the very 
best way is, therefore, to increase their personal elliciency through a better and micom'e ui,iversaliy 
enforced educational system, which will maintain its hold of all its pupils until they are intel-
lectually awake or have shown themselves impossible to awaken." 
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At the time of preparing the matter just referred to a memorandum was drawn 
up in which an analysis of the points of difficulty encountered was made aiid a scheme 
of statistical reform sketched involving the modification of certain provincial practices, 
the delimitation of Dominion and provincial inquiries, and co-Operation between the 
Bureau of Statistics and the Provincial Education Departments in a nation-wide 
scheme of educational statistics. The memorandum was submitted to the Provincial 
Dipartnients and was later personally discussed with them, the result being that the 
feasibility of a scheme of statistics covering the main points of educational progress 
in Canada was established, standardization rather than uniformity to be the goal. 
The matter was also discussed with representatives of the Dominion Education 
Association, which, by resolution in 1918, endorsed the plan of action contemplated 
by the Bureau. An appointment to enable the Bureau to proceed with the work was 
pending at the end of the year. 

Divisiom XI.—General—The Canada Year Book, Etc. 

An important function of a central statistical office is the issuing of abstracts of 
general statistics. Not only do such publications render available in conveniently 
accessible and summary form the chief comparative statistics of the Dominion, but 
they ofluid an opportunity for indicating the general trend of social and economic 
progress and the correlation of various activities that are often regarded as indepan. 
dent. The (anada Year Book is time chief organ of the Bureau devoted to this object, 
and its preparation and editorial supervision constitutes it distinct phase of the work. 
The need for a publication of the kind was felt immediately after Confederation (see 
footnote, page .. .), but it was not until 1886 that the work came under official dircc-
tion, when the Department of Agriculture began publication of the " Statistical Year 
Book of Canada." As originally projected, the Year Book consisted of two parts, ii 
" Record" and a " Statistical Abstract," the latter embracing all the principal official 
statistics of Canada whether published by Dominion or provincial authority. The 
work was continued annually upon the same lines until 1905, when it was remodelled 
and issued under the title " The Canada Year Book, Second Series," its contents being 
restricted to tubular abstracts of the statistics of the Dominion Government, preceded 
by it general review of the "Events of the Year." This series lasted until 1912, when 
the volume was again re-arranged, provincial government statistics were readmitted, 
the tables were accompanied by explanatory letterpress, and several other new features 
were introduced, including the use for the first time of maps and statistical diagrams. 
Further progress along the same lines was made with the edition of 1913, when a 
specially designed cover improved time outside appearance of the book, and when the 
policy was adopted of including special monographs on different subjects suitably 
illustrated. The latter feature has added considerably to the popularity of the work. 
In succeeding editions, articles by emnpetent authorities have appeared on Canadian 
11 istory, Constitut ion and (ii vern nient, Local Government, Education, Geology, 
Fauna and Flora, and N',itural Resources. The series as planned will include in future 
issues articles on the administration of justice and public health and on the growth 
and development of Canadian industry in its various phases. Permanency is given 
to time series by the republication of selections from articles which are not repeated 
in ext enso from previous issues, and a cumulative index renders the whole readily 
accessible. The 1918 edition of the Year Book constitutes a jubilee volume and 
includes articles on the Story of Confederation, on Fifty Years of Canadian Progress 
and on the Climate of Canada. Meanwhile, increased attention has been given to the 
arrangement of the tabular matter of the various sections, and to their accompanying 
letterpress. 0mm many points, the Year Book represents the only information pub- 

10f-4 
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lished by the Bureau. It will be readily understood that extreme care is necessary to 
ensure that such digests include all essential and significant features, in their proper 
setting of comparative and retrospective data, and that the descriptive matter is thor-
oughly expert and reliable. hence the policy has been to have the different divisions 
of the Bureau supervise the matter of the Year Book pertaining to the subjects with 
which they deal. It will have been noted in the foregoing that for certain features of 
the work of the divisions, the Year Book is the only vehicle of publication. The Year 
Book thus enters in the most intimate way into the work of the Bureau in all its 
phases, and in fact affords the means by which the latter rounds out its treatment of 
statistics. It is in charge of an editor and has an independent staff of compilers. The 
same stuff adininisters,the library of the Bureau and handles inquiries for foreign and 
general statistics not originating iii the Bureau. 

As previously remarked, the Year Book, especially in its introductory summary, 
affords a general and related view of progress. There is need, however, for a more 
frequent summing up of at least the main movements of production, trade, finance, 
immigration and the like, providing the basis for an analysis of the interdependence 
of such activities and the throwing of dominant tendencies into relief. The success 
of several private statistical agencies in catering to this demand is an indication of 
its urgency and of the usefulness which a compendium of scientifically chosen and 
up-to-date statistics has for those requiring data of a barometrical character. Plans 
have been drawit up for a quarterly or monthly journal which would meet such require-
ments and which would provide a medium for informing the public promptly of the 
activities of the Bureau in matters of current moment. 

Conclusion. 

As will be evident at many points, the organization of the Bureau is still in 
process, though the outline has been traced and certain sections filled in. Especially 
will it have been remarked that the Bureau has been concerned thus far rather with 
the scope of the statistics to be secured and the means of securing them, than with the 
methods of presentation and publication. Prominently in mind also has been the 
point of view so strongly emphasized during the war that statistics are not merely a 
record of what has been but are for use in planning what shall be—that is the duty 
of a statistical organization to assist directly in the day-to-day problems of administra-
tion, as well as to provide their theoretic background. Work of this kind can never 
achieve finality, for the field is too enormous and te need of adjustment to changing 
conditions is constant. It is believed, however, that the Bureau now embraces the 
fundamental subjects of what might he termed a national system of statistics, organized 
to meet the ordinary requirements of the Government and at the same time permitting 
—as a matter of logical expansion and with the minimum of derangement—the super-
mmposing of such new approaches or new directions of development as occasion may 
dictate. This preliminary and foundational organization, it is hoped, will be com-
pleted during the year 1919-20, so that the census of 1921 may proceed from a sound 
basis. 

Perhaps the culminating advantage in a centralized statistical system lies in the 
related view it permits and encourages of economic and social phenomena. The social 
and economic body is one, not several—often conditions in a particular field can be 
illumined best through another field altogether—and its ol)servation should be on that 
basis. The Government is more than a eongeries of departments vested with a series 
of administrative functions; it is a single agency for the direction of national policy, 
to fulfil which duty a broad and analytical outlook upon current trends is indispens-
able. Such outlook a central statistical bureau from the amplification of experience 
which it promotes is especially adapted to provide. The organization of the "General 
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Economic iiepurtrnent " of the United Kingdom Hoard of 'rrdo and the activities of 
certain universities in endowing economic research are suggestive here. There is 
need for a national "laboratory" for the observation and interpretation of economic 
and social phenomena on behalf of the Government and the production of monographs 
on features thrown from time to time into prominence. It is noteworthy that recent 
tendencies in scientific thought are away from purely deductive reasoning and strongly 
in the direction of the testing of such reasoniiigjy inductive verificatory data. On no 
foundation could such a service be better built than on that which is now provided 
by the Bureau of Statistics. 
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